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The Banfield and Rowley deposits consist of strata-

bound copper and stratiform zinc-copper sulfide minerali-

zation of Triassic(?) age. Sulfide precipitation occurred

in a continental-margin, near-arc basin as a result of sub-

marine fumarolic activity. Three morphologic-lithologic

associations of the sulfides are recognized: 1) stratiform

lenses of massive pyrite, sphalerite, and chalcopyrite;

2) stringers of pyrite and chaicopyrite in chioritic schists;

and 3) bands and biebs of chalcopyrite and pyrite in mag-

netite iron formation and ferruginous chert. Mineralization

apparently formed within two time-stratigraphic intervals;

the older interval interrelates stringer mineralization at

the Rowley prospect with cupriferous iron formation at the

Banfield prospect, whereas the younger interval is repre-

sented by the deposition of massive sulfide (Rowley).
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Associated hydrothermal alteration is characterized by dark

green chlorite and a depletion of Na20 and CaO. Post-Eocene

hot springs activity locally altered rocks to an assemblage

of carbonate-kaoljnite±sjljca and, at the Banfield Mine,

deposited traces of cinnabar, and partially destroyed pre-

existing sulfides.

The Banfield-Rowley mineralization occurs within the

May Creek Schist (Applegate formation) of the Klamath Moun-

tains Province near its boundary with the Western Cascades

Province. The mineral deposits are spatially associated

with thin beds and lenses of chlorite schist and felsic

schist that are interpreted to be the products of chlori-

tized mafic tuffs, and intermediate to felsic lapilli tuffs,

respectively. These rocks are intercalated within green-

schist (basaltic tuffs and tuffaceous sediments) which is

stratigraphically overlain by graphitic quartz-mica schist

(carbonaceous quartz siltstone). Metavolcanic rocks ex-

hibit both calc-alkaline and tholeiitic affinities. Ser-

pentinized ultramafic rock was subsequently emplaced into

the volcaniclastics during a period of tectonic activity.

Metamorphism to the upper greenschist facies ('-'450° to

500° C) and deformation were the dominant effects of the

Nevadan Orogeny. The rock sequence and mineral deposits

may have been overturned as a consequence of large-scale

isoclinal folding. North-trending faults and brecciation

of Tertiary age are evident, particularly in the Banfield

mine.
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GEOLOGY AND MINERALIZATION OF THE
BANFIELD AND ROWLEY VOLCANOGENIC

MASSIVE SULFIDE DEPOSITS,
DOUGLAS CO., OREGON

INTRODUCTION

Historically, the base and precious metal deposits

of the Kiamath Mountains Province have been regarded as

epigenetic products of magmatic-hydrothermal mineraliza-

tion. As such, they were inferred to have been geneti-

cally derived from nearby or presumed intrusions of in-

termediate composition. However, during the past 10 to

15 years, many of these sulfide-rich prospects have been

reevaluated and explored in terms of models that relate

the mineralization to volcanic hydrothermal processes.

Recent theory suggests these deposits are essentially syn-

genetic, stratiform sulfide accumulations that formed on

or near the seafloor in a variety of tectonic environments.

These tenets are in accord with several long held observa-

tions about numerous sulfide occurrences in the western

Cordillera; i.e., they are consistently associated with

volcanic rocks (rather than intrusions), concordant to

stratigraphy and schistosity, and they frequently show

evidence of having undergone the same post depositional

history as their host rocks. This investigation of the

Banfield and Rowley deposits is part of the current trend

of reinterpreting selected prospects in the Klamath
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Mountains with respect to recently accepted concepts of

volcanogenic mineralization.

Purpose of Investigation

The overall purpose of the study was to optimize ex-

ploration of the Banfield-Rowley area by establishing the

principal geologic features and controls of mineralization.

Specific considerations included: 1) the structural,

stratigraphic and geometric relationships of the mineral

deposits to their host rocks, 2) the distribution, texture

and mineralogy of sulfIde and alteration assemblages, 3) the

post-mineralization metamorphic and structural effects, and

4) the origin of mineralization. Methods of study involved:

1) geologic mapping of two square miles, centered on the

Banfield and Rowley deposits, at a scale of 1:4800, 2) gee-

logic mapping of 1,500 feet of underground workings (Ban-

field) at a scale of 1:120, 3) collecting 500 underground

and surface samples, 4) petrographic examination of 120

thin sections and 15 polished sections, 5) statistical

treatment of 400 atomic absorption analyses for base and

precious metals, 6) interpretation of a ground magnetic

survey, and 7) evaluation of the results of a diamond dril-

ling program. The samples were located with respect to a

surveyed grid. Field work occupied the majority of the

summer months of 1977 and 1978. It is anticipated that
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incorporated in a fu-

ture study (R. H. Fifarek, doctoral dissertation) of the

geochemistry of volcanogenic sulfide deposits in the Paci-

fic Northwest.

Geography

The Banfield and Rowley deposits are located in

southern Douglas County, Oregon, approximately 35 road

miles east-southeast of Canyonville (Fig. 1). The mapped

area covers most or all of secs. 34 and 35, T. 31 S.,

R. 2 W., and secs. 3 and 4, T. 32 S., R. 2 W. of the

Tiller, Oregon, 15 minute quadrangle. The prospects are

reached by travelling 30.5 miles from Canyonville to Drew

via State Highway 227, thence 2.3 miles to the Banfield

Mine cutoff via Forest Service Road #3101 (towards Devils

Flat Guard Station). Alternatively, Drew may be reached

by travelling north 26 miles from Medford to Trail on State

Highway 62 (Crater Lake Highway) and then 21 miles farther

north on State Highway 227. Primitive roads provide limited

access to the vicinity of the deposits (Plate 1).

The mapped area spans the boundary between two major

geomorphic (and geologic) terranes; the Klamath Mountains

and Cascade Provinces. The Kiamath Mountains Province

is characterized by narrow, rugged mountaixs interspersed

with broad basins and incised westward-flowing rivers.

By contrast, in the Drew area, the Western Cascades



Figure 1. Location of the Eanfield and Rowley deposits.
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-
__nguished by bluffs of

Tertiary volcanics. Major drainage systems in the region

include the Umpqua, Rogue, Illinois and Applegate Rivers

in Oregon and the Kiamath, Smith, Trinity and Sacramento

Rivers in California.

Accordant summits and old, dissected erosion surfaces

are common features throughout the Kiamath Mountains.

Elevations of the Trinity, Salmon, Scott, Scott Bar and

Marble Mountain ranges of California and the Siskiyou

Mountains along the state line average between 5,000 and

7,000 feet, whereas those to the north range between 2,000

and 4,000 feet. Diller (1902) attributed these features

to multiple cycles of uplift and erosion and termed the pre-

dominant surface the Kiamath Peneplain. Higher peaks

exhibit evidence of a former, period of restricted glacia-

tion.

Elevations within the thesis area range from approxi-

mately 2,000 to 3,500 feet and local relief is usually

several hundred feet. Most ridges strike northwest and

are transverse to geologic trends. Slopes are steep and

moderately to heavily vegetated with thick underbrush and

an arboreal canopy of Douglas Fir, Madrone, Ponderosa Pine

and Western Red Cedar. Outcrops occupy less than 5 percent

of the surface area and are commonly restricted to bulldozer

cuts, the headwaters of Drew Creek and ridge crests.
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The climate is typified by rainy, mild winters, with

snow persisting only at higher elevations, and dry, warm

summers. Annual precipitation varies from less than 20

inches to more than 100 inches; it generally exceeds 60

inches at locations within 40 miles of the coast and

diminishes inland to less than 30 inches in the interior

valleys.

Previous Geologic Studies

Publications by Kays (l970a,b) and Ramp (1972) have

described the lithologies, metamorphism and structure of

southern Douglas County. The history, development, host

rocks and mineralization of the Banfield and (or) Rowley

deposits have been briefly catalogued in publications by

Diller (1914), Parks and Swartley (1916), Shenon (1933),

Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (1940),

and Ramp (1972). Several company reports and maps of

variable quality were available to the author, but these

generally were of limited use.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING

The Banfield-Rowley area is underlain by rocks assigned

to two major geologic provinces; the Klamath Mountains and

Cascade Provinces. The Kiamath Mountains Province covers

a crescent shaped area of 11,800 square miles which extends

from south of Redding, California to the vicinity of Rose-

burg, Oregon. It is a composite of metamorphosed eugeo-

synclinal, volcanic arc and ophiolitic rocks ranging in

age from Ordovicjan to Jurassic. The Banfield and Rowley

deposits occur within the May Creek Schist belt (Kays,

1970b) which consists of schists, gneisses and amphibolites

derived from rocks of the Applegate Group.

The Western Cascades division of the Cascades Province

forms the western foothills to the Plio-Pleistocene strato-

volcanoes of the High Cascades and is composed of Early

Tertiary volcanics and minor intrusives.

Klamath Mountains Province

The Kiamath Mountains Province is divisible into four

north-trending, arcuate, litho-tectonic belts as shown in

Figure 2. The belts are designated from east to west:

1) the eastern Kiamath belt, 2) the central metamorphic

belt, 3) the western Paleozoic and Triassic belt and, 4)

the western Jurassic belt (Irwin, 1964, 1966). Rocks of the
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eastern Kiamath belt range from Ordovician to Jurassic in

age and include eugeosynclinal clastic and chemical sedi-

ments and arc volcanics.

The central metamorphic belt consists of the Salmon

Hornblende Schist, a metavolcanic unit, and the Abrams Mica

Schist, a metasedimentary unit which has yielded a Devonian

(380 m.y.) Rb-Sr date considered to represent the primary

metamorphic age (Lanphere et al., 1968).

The western Paleozoic and Triassic belt is composed of

maf ic to intermediate volcanics and volcaniclastics that

are intercalated with thin beds of chert and limestone. It

is equivalent to the Applegate Group of Oregon as defined

and used by Wells et al (1949) and Wells and Peck (1961).

Irwin (1972) has subdivided the southern end, from east to

west, into the North Fork, Hayfork, and Rattlesnake Creek

terranes to emphasize the composite nature of the belt.

The North Fork terrane is dominantly ophiolitic and devoid

of metalliferous deposits, the Hayfork terrane is an ande-

sitic island-arc assemblage with associated lode gold occur-

rences, and the Rattlesnake Creek terrane is a dismembered

ophiolite containing numerous deposits of chromite and

manganiferous chert. Rocks of the western Paleozoic and

Triassic belt have been regionally metamorphosed to the

lower greenschist facies, but the terrane also includes

large areas of higher metamorphic grade (e.g., May Creek
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Schist belt) that are related to zones of intense defor-

mation and intrusion. Sparse fossil data indicate the

rocks of the belt are largely Late Triassic in age but

range from Early Permian to Early Jurassic.

The western Jurassic belt is predominantly slate,

graywacke and basaltic to dacitic volcanics of the Late

Jurassic Galice formation. In Oregon, it includes the

Rogue River Island Arc Complex composed of an ultramafic-

mafic section, the Briggs Creek amphibolite, and the Rogue

formation which consists of a thick sequence (>5km) of

intermediate to silicic pyroclastics and minor flows (Garcia,

1976, 1979)

The overall structural style of the Kiamath Mountains

Province is one of large imbricate thrust plates that were

emplaced principally during the Late Jurassic Nevadan Oro-

geny. Each of the four belts, as well as the North Fork,

Hayfork and Rattlesnake Creek terranes, are bounded by east-

dipping thrust faults along which the litho-tectonic units

have overridden those to the west. Locally, the thrusts

are associated with blueschist metamorphism, and elongate

ultramafic or granitic bodies. Bedding and foliation of

rocks and axial planes of folds are typically inclined to

the east.
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Ultramafic rocks which range from dunite to pyroxenite

in composition, but are usually serpentinized peridotite,

occur in all the belts. The serpentinites generally paral-

lel the structural grain and arcuate pattern of the pro-

vince. They consist of narrow bodies localized along re-

gional thrusts, large sheets possibly emplaced as tectonic

slices and small, irregular bodies infolded with country

rock. Several ultramafic-mafic associations have been in-

terpreted as marginal basin ophiolite complexes and as

oceanic lithosphere on which volcanic arcs were built

(Garcia, 1976; Irwin, 1977; Snake et al., 1977; Vail, 1977).

The ophiolitic rocks occur in three age groups which, from

east to west, are Lower Paleozoic (e.g., Trinity ultramafic

sheet), Upper Triassic (e.g., North Fork, Rattlesnake Creek,

and Preston Peak ophiolites), and Lower or Middle Jurassic

(e.g., Josephine Peridotite and Rogue River Island Arc

Complex).

Granitic plutons, which range from stocks to batholiths

in size and commonly from diorite to grariodiorite in compo-

sition, are widespread throughout the province. Isotopic

ages define four episodes of intrusion: 170 m.y., 165 to

167 m.y., 145 to 155 m.y. and 127 to 140 m.y. (Hotz, 1971).

Chromite, nickeliferous laterite, volcanogenic base metal

sulfide, and lode, placer and "pocket" gold occurrences

characterize the mineralization in the Klamath Mountains

Province.
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Western Cascades Province

The Western Cascades Province is a dissected belt of

deformed and partially altered caic-alkalic volcanics and

minor intrusjves and sediments of Late Eocene to Early Mio-

cene age (Peck et al., 1964). To the west these volcan-

ics overlie or interfinger with marine sediments and un-

conformably overlie the pre-Tertiary rocks of the Kiamath

Mountains. Three formations, each separated by an uncon-

formity, are recognized in southern Douglas County: the

Colestin Formation, Little Butte Volcanic Series, and

Sardine Formation (Kays, 1970a; Ramp, 1972). The Late

Eocene Colestin Formation consists of a lower section of

conglomerate, graywackes and stratified ash and an upper

section of massive andesitj.c ash flow tuffs and subordinate

flows. Pre-Tertiary metamorphic and plutonic detritus is

common in the basal sedimentary section. The Oligocene-

Early Miocene Little Butte Volcanic Series is a sequence

of massive, dacitic-rhyodacitic tuff units which locally

contains mafic to silicic flows and structural domes. An-

desite flows and tuff breccia of the Middle and Late Mio-

cene Sardine Formation are primarily exposed in the eas-

tern part of the province. Dioritic dikes, plugs and

stocks, which intrude the Tertiary volcanics, are spora-

dically distributed along the axis of the Western Cascade

Range (Buddington and Callaghan, 1936). Several intrusives
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are associated with sulfide-bearing veins and breccia pipes

that were previously mined for their gold content (Calla-

ghan and Buddington, 1938). Rock types and zonation of

alteration and metals suggest some of these are the tops

of porphyry copper deposits.

Broad northeast-trending folds and northwest-trending

faults are common throughout the province. Dips of the

stratified units rarely exceed 200, increase downward in

the section, and are generally inclined to the east in

the southern part of the terrane.
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ROCK UNITS

The Banfield and Rowley deposits are situated in

a small, triangular block of May Creek Schist (Applegate

Group) which is bounded on the west and south by plutonic

bodies of ultramafic and intermediate composition and on

the east and north by volcanics of the Western Cascades

Province (Fig. 3). Mappable, stratigraphic units within

the vicinity of the prospects include greenschist, chlor-

ite schist, felsic schist, graphitic quartz-mica schist

and tremolite-clinozoisite schist. These rocks represent

a sequence of metamorphosed mafic volcanics and sediments

of probable Triassic age. They are unconformably overlain

by flows, ashf low tuffs and conglomerates of the Oligocene

Little Butte Volcanic Series along the eastern border of

the mapped area (Plate 1).

May Creek Schist

Diller and Kay (1924) defined the May Creek Schist as

a formation of schistose metasedimentary and metavolcanic

rocks of probable Devonian age whose type section is near

Winier, Oregon. Kays (1970b) subsequently applied the name

to a 300 square mile belt in the northern Kiamath Mountains

composed of regionally metamorphosed eugeosynclinal. rocks

of mainly Triassic and, to a lesser extent, Jurassic age.

His intent was to emphasize the metamorphic-tectonic
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similarities of the rocks rather than the time-strati-

graphic relationships originally described. Kays' usage

of the term is adopted in this investigation. Wells and

Peck (1961) have shown that the May Creek Schist belt re-

presents recrystallized rocks of the Applegate Group.

Metavolcanics

Greenschist, greenstone, and tremolite-clinozoisite

schist comprise the rock types interpreted to have been

derived from volcanic and volcaniclastic protoliths. They

are characterized by distinctive mineralogies, textures,

and colors which enables them to be easily recognized in

the field. A thin, stratigraphic unit, composed of chlor-

ite schist, felsic schist, iron formation, and chemical

sediment (precipitates) is discussed in this section be-

cause of its spatial and genetic relationship to volcanic

rocks and processes. The metavolcanic rocks interfinger

with metasedimentary rocks to the northwest and are Un-

conformably overlain by, or in fault contact with, Tertiary

volcanics to the east. The cumulative, apparent thickness

of these rocks in the mapped area is 4,000 feet.

Greenschist (gs)

The greenschist is a fine-grained, faintly banded,

grayish green rock that displays a well-developed schisto-

sity. Thin felsic segregation laminae or veinlets oriented
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subparallel to the foliation, and massive, milky white

quartz pods are common constituents. Porphyroblasts of

chlorite and small crystals of actinolite are occasionally

evident on cleavage surfaces. Significant variations in

mineral proportions reflect the heterogeneous nature of

this unit.

Essential minerals of the greenschist are albite (40%),

actinolite (25%), epidote-clinozoisite (20%), and chlorite

(10%)) Minor and trace amounts (5%) of quartz, white

mica, biotite, sphene, magnetite, pyrite, apatite, rutile,

and clays are also present. Albite is untwinned, less than

0.2 nun in diameter and forms a granoblastic matrix to the

larger mafic minerals. Mutual grain boundaries are

slightly curved to lobate. Clear crystals of albite may

form polygonal triple junctions indicating the local at-

tainxnent and preservation of equilibrium conditions.

Typical inclusions are white mica, chlorite, clinozoi-

site, and clays. Quartz is usually associated with albite

in the matrix and elsewhere as veinlets or segregations.

The amphibole is acicular to prismatic in habit and aver-

ages less than 0.4 nun in length, although individual

needles may attain lengths of 2 to 3mm. It occurs either

1The mineral percentages listed in this and subsequent
sections are the average of several thin section modal
estimates for each rock type. They are presented in
order to denote representative compositions and were
used to assign rock names according to Winkler (1976,
appendix).
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as single crystals or in fasicular bundles and defines the

the principal foliation surface (S1).2 Pleochroism varies

from pale yellowish green or pale green for the direction

of least absorption to pale green, blue green or olive for

the direction of maximum absorption. This variation pro-

bably reflects a compositional range from actinolite

through ferroactinolite to hornblende; the darker colors

corresponding to higher iron contents. The optical pro-

perties of ferroactinolite are transitional to those of

hornblende (Deer, et al., 1966, p. 165) which renders

their distinction difficult in many greenschists (Turner

and Verhoogen, 1960, p. 534; Winkler, 1976, p. 171). Kays

(l970b) reported the presence of both pale green actinolite

and blue green hornblende (determined by 2V and measure-

ments) in the greenschists of the May Creek Schist belt.

Pale green actinolite predominates in the Banfield-Rowley

area. Epidote and clinozoisite occur as individual crystals

less than 0.2 mm in diameter and as small, irregular aggre-

gates. The epidote is commonly xenoblastic with cloudy

rims when associated with albite, but forms clear, large

idioblastic inclusions in porphyroblasts of chlorite. Both

textures are occasionally present within a single crystal

2The nomenclature S0, F, L2, etc. follows that of Spry
(1976, p. 202) and refers to structures formed during
various tectonic episodes. A subscript o denotes pri-
mary features, 1 the first tectonic episode, 2 the
second, etc.
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that is in contact with chlorite and albite which suggest

an incipient reaction between feldspar and epidote. Chior-

ite is present as xenoblastic flakes less than 0.3 mm long,

and as porphyroblastic crystals and aggregates 1 to 2 mm in

diameter. It generally defines the major foliation surface

(S1), although it may crosscut S1 at high angles indicating

apost-tectonicperiod of development (Spry, 1976, p. 257).

The chlorite is optically positive (length fast) and exhi-

bits grayish green birefringence and pleochroism which

ranges from colorless or very pale green to pale green.

The optical properties are consistent with Fe-Mg pycno-

chlorite or ripidolite (Bambauer et al., 1979, p. 110, 118).

Although they have been pervasively recrystallized and

deformed, the greenschists contain a few relict features.

Original bedding may be expressed by a subtle banding that

is conformable with the foliation, and which is produced

by abrupt but slight changes in the relative proportions

of plagioclase feldspar and inafic minerals. Lensoid quartz-

albite aggregates, which are slightly coarser grained than

the matrix, may be interpreted as being fragments of recrys-

tallized rock. Alternatively, these textures could have

been produced by processes of metamorphic segregation.

However, large, rounded, and partially replaced crystals of

plagioclase feldspar that display albite twinning are out

of equilibrium with the greenschist assemblage, and they

clearly represent xenocryst or phenocryst relicts (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Large, twinned, partially recrystallized plagio-
clase feldspar in greenschist.
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Greenstone (gst)

Greenstones, although sparsely intercalated throughout

the greenschist, are difficult to trace in the field. They

typically form dark green, massive outcrops that are more

resistant to erosion than their enclosing host rocks, and

occasionally contain visible phenocrysts of plagioclase

feldspar. Mineral assemblages and textures of the green-

stone are similar to those of the greenschists; the distinc-

tion being primarily the presence or absence of schistosity.

Amphibole, usually ferroactinolite-hornblende in composition,

and epidote-clinozoisite are more abundant and albite less

abundant than in most greenschists. Relict plagioclase

phenocrysts, which average 1 to 3 mm in length, are present

in a few greenstones (Fig. 5). They generally display

Carlsbad and albite twinning and lath-shaped sections des-

pite significant replacement by albite, clinozoisite, white

mica, and clays. The phenocrysts in one sample were iden-

tified as labradorite by the Michel-Levy method which is

consistent with the basaltic composition of the rock as de-

termined by major oxide analysis. Twin lamellae are fre-

quently offset and replacement is controlled by fractures

that crosscut the plagioclase crystals, but do not penetrate

the metamorphic groundmass.
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Figure 5. Fractured, partially recrystallized phenocryst
of plagioclase feldspar in greenstone.
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Chlorite Schist (cs) , Felsic Schist (fs)
and Iron Formation (if)

Chlorite schist, felsic schist, and iron formation

occur along a narrow (-150-250 feet thick) stratigraphic

interval which extends across most of the length of the

area mapped (>1.5 miles). Felsic schist also occurs along

the eastern margin of a massive sulfide lense. Iron forma-

tion is present at the Banfield deposit, but gives way

southward to the generally coextensive chlorite schist and

felsic schist (Plate 1). The three rock types are mutually

intergradational, and stratigraphically they grade up and

down section into greenschist. The unit hosts two of the

three principal types of mineralization and significant

portions of it have been affected by a Tertiary event of

carbonate hydrothermal alteration. The rocks form sharp

ridges or bluffs along steep slopes and relatively large,

distinctive fragments of float.

The chlorite schist is a medium-grained, dark green rock

with a well-developed schistosity and crenulation folding

that is locally evident. The essential minerals consist of

quartz (55%) and chlorite (40%). White mica sporadically

occurs in amounts up to 15 percent and minor to trace amounts

of albite, epidote, garnet, magnetite and sulfide are common.

Subidioblastic flakes of chlorite average 0.3 to 0.5 mm in

length, and occur as monomineralic bands (alternating with
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quartz bands) and as disseminated crystals or small poly-

crystalline aggregates. This chlorite typically imparts

the principal foliation surface (S1) to the rock, and fre-

quently expresses a secondary foliation (S2) (Fig. 6) and

crenulation folding. The majority of the chlorite is op-

tically positive (length fast) and exhibits grayish green

birefringence, although locally it is optically negative

(length slow) with anomalous ultraviolet birefringence. The

pleochroic scheme varies from pale grayish green for the

direction of least absorption to moderate green for the

direction of maximum absorption. The stronger pleochroism

and variable optic sign indicate higher Fe/Mg ratios than

the chlorite of the greenschist and these properties are

consistent with compositions approximating iron ripidolite

orthuringite (Bambauer et al., 1979, p. 110, 118). Xeno-

blastic quartz crystals range from less than 0.2 to 2.0 mm

in diameter, display curved or sutured mutual grain boun-

daries and are usually strained. Some of the smaller cry-

stals are the result of granulation caused by shearing.

Magnetite averages 2 to 3 percent in abundance and is pre-

sent as ubiquitous, subidioblastic toidioblasticirtclusions,

generally less than 0.1 mm in diameter, in quartz and

chlorite. Pyrite and chalcopyrite range from trace amounts

to 10 percent by volume and occur as irregular, elongate

patches up to several millimeters in size; their long di-

mension is generally parallel to banding and foliation. The

sulfides are almost exclusively hosted by quartz.
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Figure 6. Primary and secondary foliations expressed by
the transverse alignment of chlorite (yellow
green) in quartz (pale yellow).



The felsic schist is characterized by interspersed

patches and streaks of fine-grained, felsic material and

medium-grained, dark green chlorite (Fig. 7). The patches

vary significantly in size and shape, but many of them aver-

age between 1.5 and 7.5 cm in length and are eye (augen)

shaped. Trends in the variation of augen sizes were not

apparent. The boundaries between the felsic and chlorite

patches are diffuse due to encroachment by, and inclusions

of, chlorite in the felsic augen. The rock commonly displays

evidence of strong deformation which largely accounts for

its textural pattern. Slabbed samples of this schist exhi-

bit multiple foliations, isoclinal folds, boudinaged quartz

bands, and small shears. The unit is intercalated with

thin layers of chlorite schist into which it may grade

by diminishing proportions of felsic to chlorite minerals.

Essential minerals of the felsic schist are albite

(30%), chlorite (30%), and quartz (20%); minor to trace

constituents include white mica, actinolite, epidote-

clinozoisite, garnet, sphene, biotite, rutile, clays, sul-

fides, and magnetite. Heterogeneous mineral distributions,

grain sizes, and structural fabrics are characteristic pet-

rographic features. Quartz and chlorite are more abundant

in the chloritic augen, whereas albite, actinolite, epidote-

clinozoisite, and white mica are more prevalent in the

felsic augen. The minerals of the chioritic areas average
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Figure 7. Fragmental texture of the felsic schist as depic-
ted by interspersed chioritic and felsic patches.
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0.3 to 0.5 nun in size and those of the felsic patches aver-

age 0.2 to 0.3 mm in size. These minerals are generally

xenoblastic with lobate or slightly curved crystal boun-

daries. tjntwinned albite contains numerous, often aligned,

inclusions of white mica and clinozoisite. Quartz is clear,

but strained. The chlorite is optically positive (length

fast) and exhibits gray to greenish gray birefringence. Its

pleochroism varies from colorless or pale greenish gray to

pale green which suggests more magnesium rich compositions

than its counterparts in the chlorite schist. Chlorite is

frequently embayed by quartz and albite, and it contains

inclusions of epidote, actinolite, sphene, and rnagnetite.

The epidote-clinozoisite and actinolite are optically and

texturally similar to their counterparts in the greenschists.

Pyrite and chalcopyrite sporadically occur in large (1 cm2),

equant, aggregates in the coarser-grained quartz. A few

relict, and partially replaced and twinned, crystals of

plagioclase feldspar were observed in both types of augen.

In addition to changes in mineralogy and grain size, the

boundaries between chloritic and felsic patches are occa-

sionally marked by differences in structural fabric. Chlor-

ite and actinolite may wrap around the felsic augen or trun-

cate their foliation (Fig. 8). In a few samples, the felsic

material has been foliated and subsequently folded, sheared

and rotated. Some of this deformation may have been con-

current with the development of the schistosity in the
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Figure 8. Transverse foliations between felsic (right) and
chioritic (left) patches.
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chlorite augen.

Banded, oxide (± sulfide), iron formation is discon-

tinuously exposed along a consistent trend for 3,200 feet.

It is expressed as subdued outcrops at its southern limit,

but forms a sharp ridge to the north at the Banfield

property. This unit is dark gray to greenish black, and

consists of subtle to well-defined bands which are produced

by variations in mineral abundances (Fig. 9). Individual

bands range from 1 mm to 5 in in thickness, but average about

1 cm. They are short and commonly disrupted. Limonite

boxworks or cavities, up to several centimenters in size,

indicate the former presence of sulfide; occasionally pyrite

and chalcopyrite remnants are preserved.

The essential minerals of the iron formation are quartz

(50%), magnetite (30%), and chlorite (25%). Minor to trace

amounts of sulfides, epidote, biotite, and limonite are

usually present. The banded structure is the result of

alternating concentrations of quartz and chlorite. Magne-

tite is usually associated with chlorite, although it may

also occur in significant amounts within quartz. The

quartz, chlorite and epidote exhibit textural and, composi-

tional similarities to their respective counterparts in

the chlorite schist; the chiorites are iron ripidolite or

thuringite. Magnetite is present as small aggregates and

disseminations of xenoblastic to idioblastic crystals which

average 0.2 mm in diameter. Within a quartz matrix,
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Figure 9. Quartz (pale yellow) and magnetite-chlorite
(yellow green) bands of the iron formation.



magnetite and chlorite usually occur at grain junctions.

Tremolite-Clinozoisite Schist (tcs)

The tremolite-clinozoisite schist is a fine-grained,

buff colored rock with variably

Outcrops are characteristically

amounts of exotic (transported)

predominantly restricted to the

ped area where it interfingers

mica schist (metasediment).
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developed schistosity.

stained by weak to moderate

limonite. This unit is

southwest part of the map-

with greenschist and quartz-

Essential minerals of the tremolite-clinozoisite

schist are clinozoisite (30%) , tremolite (25%) , albite (20%),

zoisite (10%), and white mica (10%); minor to trace amounts

of chlorite, quartz, sphene, biotite, pyrite, limoriite, and

clays are generally evident. One sample that was collected

consists almost entirely of epidote and contains minor

amounts of pyroxene and carbonate. Tremolite occurs as in-

dividual needles and in fasicular bundles which impart the

principal foliation (S1) to the rock. Clinozoisite is pre-

sent as xenoblastic granules and as small aggregates, where-

as zoisite frequently forms randomly oriented "ghosts".

The ghosts consist of optically continuous remnants or granu-

lar crystals of low birefringence that are variably replaced

by tremolite and clinozoisite, but which commonly retain

a subidjoblastic outline. These features clearly indicate

that the zoisite was unstable during the later stages of
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metamorphism. Untwinned, granoblastic albite is inter-

stitial to the mafic assemblage. Ragged blades of white

mica partially replace albite, and are in turn replaced by

tremolite and epidote group minerals. The essential

minerals average between 0.05 and 0.2 mm in diameter or

length with the exception of zoisite which averages 0.5

mm in size.

Variations in mineral proportions and grain size

occasionally impart a banded texture to the rock. Al-

ternating bands of tremolite-clinozoisite and albite-white

mica range fromlto4mm in thickness, parallel the foliation

surface, and possibly mimic the original stratification.

Ovoids and discontinuous bands of coarser grained epidote

and clinozoisite-albjte, which occasionally contain large,

twinned relicts of plagioclase feldspar, may represent

original rock fragments or disrupted bedding. The foliation

and banding frequently express small scale folds with ampli-

tudes up to 0.5 cm.

Netasediments

Graphitic, quartz-mica schist is interpreted to have

been derived from a sedimentary protolith. The unit is

relatively resistant to erosion, and is well exposed in

stream beds and on ridge crests in the northwest part of

the mapped area. The quartz-mica schist interfingers with

metavolcanics along its eastern and southern contact, and
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is partially bounded by a Jurassic intrusion of intermediate

composition to the west. The minimum thickness of this unit,

as exposed, is 3,600 feet.

Graphitic Quartz-Mica Schist (qms)

The quartz-mica schist is fine-grained, dark gray in

color, and characterized by white pods of bull quartz and

beds of schist and minor phyllite. Its dark color is pri-

marily caused by the ubiquitous presence of graphite.

Bedding is expressed by a subtle color change which repre-

sents a gradational variation in the abundance of graphite

and the proportions of biotite to white mica. Cleavage

surfaces of graphite and biotite-rich layers are frequently

crenulated, whereas those of layers containing abundant

white mica exhibit lineations produced by streaks formed

by micaceous segregations. Foliation generally parallels

the bedding. Individual beds usually range from a few cen-

timeters to a meter in thickness. The unit sporadically

contains tuffaceous layers characterized by green or buff

colors. It has been intruded by felsic dikes of presuln-

ably Tertiary age.

The essential minerals of the quartz-mica schist are

quartz (70%), white mica (10%), biotite (10%), and graphite

(7%); minor to trace constituents include albite, chlorite,

apatite, zircon, pyrite, magnetite, limonite, and clays.

In the area of the Banfield prospect, the unit has been
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weakly affected by Tertiary carbonate hydrothermal alter-

ation. The quartz in thin sections is turbid and grano-

blastic and exhibits straight to slightly curved mutual

grain boundaries. Individual crystals are elongate in the

direction of the foliation and average 0.1 mm in length.

However, those of the coarser-grained segregations are

more equant and may exhibit polygonal triple junctions.

White mica and biotite are present as flakes and wispy

aggregates that either crosscut the quartz grains or are

located at their margins. They average 0.1 to 0.2 mm in

length, although crystals of white mica may be as much as

1.0 mm in length. The micas are commonly intergrown,

impart the principal foliation direction (S1) to the rock,

and express crenulations and shear planes. Graphite is

present as minute inclusions in the quartz, and as thin

micaceous streaks which parallel the foliation. Pyrite,

where present, occurs as disseminations 0.1 to 0.3 mm in

diameter and as discontinuous veinlets.

Intrusions

Small, metamorphosed bodies of mafic and ultramafic

composition are sporadically distributed throughout the

the Banfield-Rowley area. Individual intrusions are gen-

erally elongate in the direction of the structural grain

of the country rocks. The overall form and mode of

emplacement are uncertain.
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Mafic (mi)

Fine to medium-grained, nonfoliated plug-like bodies

of mafic composition are typically found in the metavolca-

nic rocks. They are interpreted to represent hypabyssal

intrusions or sills. Although their minera1 assemblages

are similar to those of the greenschists and greenstones,

they are distinguished by a nonfoliated, homogeneous,

medium-grained texture. Particularly notable are the

large, lath-shaped amphiboles which contrast markedly to

the smaller, acicular varieties in the other units. The

interstitial feldspathic groundmass is generally readily

evident. The rock type is not well exposed.

The essential mineralogy of the intrusions is actino-

lite (30%) , albite (30%) , epidote-clinozoisite (15%),

chlorite (10%), and white mica (10%); minor to trace amounts

of sphene, apatite, biotite, magnetite, and lirnonite are

usually present. Ragged, stubby, pale green crystals of

actinolite, which average lto3mmin length, are evenly dis-

tributed throughout the rock. Their size, shape, and ran-

dom orientations suggest that they may be pseudomorphs of

primary hornblende or pyroxene. Replacement by albite,

epidote, chlorite, and sphene is prominent. Except for

their larger size and unaligned orientations, the compo-

sitions and textures of albite, epidote, clinozoisite,

and chlorite are similar to those of their respective

counterparts in the greenschists. White mica and sphene
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are generally more abundant in the plug-like bodies than

in the majority of the metavolcanics.

Ultramafic (um)

Several serpentinized ultramafic bodies of variable

size occur within the greenschists. The largest mass is

situated along the eastern margin of the mapped area and

is, in part, nonconformably overlain by Tertiary volcanics.

Its northern end is complexly intermixed with greenschist.

The serpentinites form blocky outcrops and large fragments

of float which are dark gray to black on weathered surfaces.

Fresh surfaces are medium green to greenish black. The

rock is typically massive (nonfoliated), magnetic and

soft; it yields readily to the impact of a hammer. Zones

of talc schist, which contain sulfides, occur in some

areas and probably represent local hydrothermal alteration

along faults.

Essential minerals of the serpentinized ultramaf Ic

bodies are serpentine (55%), tremolite (15%), and opaques

(10%); minor to trace constituents include talc, chlorite,

carbonate, relict ferromagnesian minerals, and limonite.

The majority of the serpentine is of platy habit, charac-

teristic of antigorite and lizardite, and forms fine-

grained felty masses which have replaced the primary

ferromagnesium minerals. Veinlets of chrysotile contain-

ing seams of magnetite are locally abundant. Randomly



oriented needles of tremolite and plumose aggregates of

talc are commonly associated with serpentine, but vary

significantly in their abundance. Magnetite is ubiquitous

as xenoblastic, minute disseminations, as polycrystalline

aggregates up to 3.0 nun in diameter, and as patches repla-

cing mafic minerals. Chlorite is present as flakes and

fine-grained masses that are intergrown with serpentine.

It is nonpleochroic, optically positive (length fast) and

exhibits dark brownish green birefringence indicating a

magnesium-rich composition. Ragged crystals and optically

continuous remnants, up to 2.0 mm in size, of clinopyrox-

ene, orthopyroxene and olivine are locally preserved. The

relict mineralogy and alteration assemblage are consistent

with a peridotite precursor.

Little Butte Volcanic Series (Tim)

Rocks that have been included in the Oligocene Little

Butte Volcanic Series by Ramp (1972) crop out in the north-

ern and eastern parts of the mapped area. Although indivi-

dual units are not distinguished on the geologic map

(Plate 1), the rock types include volcanic conglomerate,

felsic tuffs and dikes, and basaltic flows and dikes.

Most of the Tertiary rocks and metavolcanics in the area

of the Banfield deposit have been pervasively altered to

silica, carbonate, and clays.
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Relatively fresh volcanic conglomerate is exposed in

a stream bed in the NW¼ sec. 3. The unit consists of suban-

gular to subrounded cobbles and boulders of mafic volcanic

rocks up to 1 footindiameter. Many of the clasts contain

phenocrysts of plagioclase felspar. Unaltered basaltic flow

rock is located in the NW¼, SW¼ sec. 4. Fragments of fel-

sic tuff occur sporadically as float in the Banfield area,

although similar rocks are well exposed in roadcuts in NE¼

sec. 9, and NW¼ sec. 10. One sample consists of phenocrysts

or crystal fragments of quartz, potassium feldspar, plagio-

clase feldspar, and biotite in a partially altered and de-

vitrified groundmass of undeformed glass shards. Dikes of

basalt and felsite intrude the rocks near the Banfield pros-

pect. A detailed study of the local volcanic stratigraphy

was not undertaken.
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PETROCHEMI STRY

Fourteen samples were analyzed for their major element

abundances to establish representative compositions of the

metaigneous rocks and chemical precipitates in the Banfield-

Rowley area. The results and cation normative assemblages

are presented in Table 1, the sample locations are shown

on Plate 1, and their petrography is summarized in Table 3.

For comparison, typical chemical and normative mineralog-

ical analysis of basalt and andesite of each principal vol-

canic series, spilite, and magnetite and silicate facies

of iron formation, are presented in Table 2.

The greenstones, greenschist, and tremolite-clinozoi-

site schist generally have similar compositions, although

the latter is slightly enriched in Si02, A1203, and K20,

and is depleted in total Fe (expressed as Fe203) and Ti02

relative to the other metavolcanics. They contain abundant

normative plagioclase feldspar, diopside, and hypersthene

and are either slightly oversaturated or undersaturated

with respect to Si02 (normative quartz or olivine respec-

tively). The chlorite schist, felsic schist, and iron

formation are a chemically coherent and distinct group of

rocks characterized by variable Si02 and MgO, high Fe, low

CaO, Na20, and K20, and significant normative quartz, cor-

undum, and hypersthene. Their petrochemical similarities,

for reasons outlined in subsequent sections, are attributed
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TABLE 1. MAJOR OXIDE CHEMISTRY AND CATION NORMS OF MAY CREEK SCHIST FROM THE BANFIELD-ROWLEY AREA.

Greenstone

BA-40 S-241 S-204 BA-39

50.94 51.44 49.73 49.90

0.89 0.71 1.31 1.48

18.08 15.86 17.08 17.50

7.39 9.78 9.72 8.79

0.17 0.21 0.11 0.11

6.03 7.58 6.08 7.07

12.83 11.13 10.64 9.16

3.05 2.19 4.02 3.84

0.11 0.30 0.25 0.18

0.10 0.10 0.15 0.13

99.59 99.36 99.15 98.22

0.41 4.10

0.66 1.80 1.49

27.51 20.00 36.20

35.48 33.11 28.08

0.14

19.75 15.72 15.68

10.78 19.23

11.48

2.72 3.64 2.94

1.25 1.09 1.84

0.21 0.21 0.32

1.87 1.64 2.77

Greenschist

S-246-H S-217

51.60 47.70

1.33 1.72

16.75 17.19

9.30 11.15

0.19 0.23

7.46 4.03

7.52 15.72

3.44 2.26

0.57 0.06

0.14 0.21

98.30 100.27

S-177

55.65

0.70

15.71

6.61

0.12

6.13

9.82

3.83

0.21

0.08

98.86

0.10 --- 5.15

1,08 3.42 0.37 1.25

34.95 31.41 20.85 34.64

30.39 29.06 37.59 25.24

7.67 3.32 27.98 16.69

12.74 24.93 4.31 12.61

5.45 --- 0.09

3.26 2.97 3.45 2.29

2.09 1.88 2.46 0.98

0.28 0.30 0.45 0.17

3.14 2.83 3.69 1.4/

I. Tota' iron reported as Fe203.

2. DetermIned by atomic absorption spectrophotonietry, all others
determined by x-ray fluorescence spectrometry; analyses per-
formedat the Department of Geology, University of Oregon.

Tremolite
Cilnozolsite Nafic

Schist Intrusion

S-162 S-119 BA-124

53.24 50.36 51.11

0.37 0.62 1.31

18.12 17.51 15.50

5.24 6.57 9.28

0.11 0.19 0.18

7.66 6.48 7.04

7.81 10.96 10.96

2.41 3.53 4.43

1.51 0.73 0.27

0.04 0.06 0.16

96.51 97.01 100.24

Chlorite Schist

S-240 S-12

55.134 52.39

0.68 0.89

11.77 13.19

20.84 17.90

0.13 0.21

5.35 10.42

0.37 0.21

0.05 0.78

0.64 0.05

0.09 0.08

95.76 96.12

Felsic Iron

Schist Formation

5-74 S-tOO

73.20 40.04

0.18 0.43

6.40 7.79

14.04 47.38

0.10 0.13

3.62 3.05

0.36 0.60

0.25 0.36

0.28 0.00

0.12 0.01

98.55 99.79

4.39 --- --- 32.30 21.61 57.18 0.13

13.02 13.57 6.38 9.30

9.15 4.40 1.59 4.28 0.32 1.82

22.18 32.35 36.57 0.51 7.59 2.47 3.83

35.03 30.40 21.45 1.41 0.57 1.11 3.45

1.75 ---

2.49 18.00 21.56 ---

23.69 2.22 --- 43.79 51.97 28.61 82.96

8.55 9.80 ---

1.94 2.21 3.36 2.48 2.62 1.89 2.44

0.53 0.813 1.81 1.07 1.34 0.27 0.71

0.09 0.13 0.33 0.21 0.18 0.28 0.02

0.79 1.32 2.70 ---

3. AbbreviatIons used: 13-quartz; C-corundum; Or-orthoclase',

Ab-albite; An-anorthite; Ne-nepheline; Db-dbopslde;
Hy-hypersthene; Ol-olivine; Mt-magnetlte; Il-ilmenite;
Ap-apatite; Tn-titanite(sphene).

H
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TABLE 2. AVERAGE CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS AND CATION NORMS FOR SELECTED VOLCANIC ROCKS AND IRON FORMATIONS.

Alkali

Series Tholeilte Series Caic-alkali Series Spilite Iron Formation

Reference # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Weight %

SIO2 46.19 50.83 58.31 51.31 55.83 60.00 49.65 38.28 53.98

T1O2 2.54 2.03 1.71 0.88 0.84 1.04 1.57 0.03 0.08

Al2O 15.02 14.07 13.77 18.60 18.01 16.00 16.00 0.59 1.41

Fe203 2.70 2.88 3.37 2.91 2.63 1.89 3.69 29.15 12.28

FeO 9.01 9.06 6.48 5.81 4.07 6.20 6.08 19.26 25.24

MnO 0.17 0.18 0.23 0.15 0.08 0.16 0.15 0.39 0.26

MgO 9.05 6.34 2.27 5.95 5.12 3.90 5.10 2.14 2.87

CaO 10.82 10.42 5.58 10.30 7.40 5.87 6.62 1.75 0.74

Na2O 2.78 2.23 3.91 2.93 3.64 3.85 4.29 TR 0.08

K2O 0.89 0.82 1.88 0.74 1.22 0.87 1.28 TR 0.07

P205 0.38 0.23 0.46 0.12 0.11 0.23 0.26 0.09 0.15

Others 0.45 0.91 --- 0.30 0.98 --- 1.63 4.65 0.48

Cation Norm*

Q --- 3.53 13.01 0.75 5.97 12.60 --- 32.79 33.99

C --- --- -- --- -.- --- --- 0.28

Or 5.30 5.00 11.55 4.40 7.25 5.15 7.95 0.40 0.50

Ab 22.88 20.60 36.55 26.35 32.85 34.00 40.50 0.60 0.85

An 26.00 26.68 15.08 35.50 29.35 23.96 21.68 1.60 3.15

Ne 1.34 --- --- .--

Dl 13.24 14.12 3.52 9.56 3.08 0.12 7.68 7.20

My --- 20.68 10.66 17.70 16.16 17.96 6.56 17.30 45.62

01 20.51 --- --- --- --- --- 7.05

Mt 2.84 3.09 3.66 3.05 2.76 2.00 4.28 39.80 15.11

Ii 3.56 2.90 2.48 1.22 1.18 1.46 2.30 0.06 0.14

Ap 0.80 0.43 1.01 0.24 0.24 0.48 0.59 0.24 0.37

Tn 5.34 4.35 3.72 1.83 1.77 2.19 3.45 0.09

1. Alkali basalt (average of 45) (Nockolds, et al., 1978, Table 12.1, p. 128).

2. Tholelite (average of 137) (Ibid.).

3. Tholeiitic andesite (Irvine and Baragar, 1971, Appendix II).

4. Caic-alkali basalt (average of 48) (Nockolds, et al., 1978, Table 12.1. P. 128).

5. Basaltic andesite (Coats. 1968, Table 1. no. 16, p. 703).

6. Andesite (Irvine and Baragar, 1971, Appendix II).

7. Spilite (average of 92) (Vallance, 1960).

8. Magnetite iron formation (average of 6) (James, 1966, Table 12, p. W21).

9. Silicate iron formation (average of 5) (James, 1966, Table 14. p. W23).

* Abbreviations used are the same as those of Table 1.
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to the influence of hydrothermal fluids.

The classification of volcanic rocks is optimally

based on complementary mineralogical and chemical criteria.

However, these criteria may be substantially modified by a

variety of alteration, metamorphic, and tectonic processes

which consequently limit the basis of classification to re-

lict features and ratios of relatively immobile elements.

Thus, the accuracy of classifying modified volcanic rocks

depends on the degree of modification and assumptions re-

garding the stability of phases and mobility of elements

under different environmental conditions. During regional

metamorphism primary (and secondary) minerals and textures

are largely destroyed but the bulk chemical composition of

3+ 2+
the protolith is preserved. Nevertheless, the Fe /Fe ra-

tio and concentration of volatiles (e.g. H2OandCO2), and

possibly alkalis, change with increasing metamorphic grade

(Miyashiro, 1968) implying that these elements undergo

significant transfer. Spilitization is a process which,

according to some workers, results in a decrease of CaO and

an increase of Na20 relative to their respective averages

in unmodified volcanics. However, Amstutz (1968) has sug-

gested that these chemical changes are produced by the

biased sampling of heterogeneous rocks. Submarine hydrother-

mal alteration and weathering processes result in a consid-

erable modification of most major element abundances except

Ti. For example, Hart et al. (1974) found that seafloor
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basalt alteration involved a loss of Si02, A1203, and CaO,

an increase of total Fe, Fe203, MnO, K20, and II2O and

significantbut less consistent changes in MgO, Na20, and

P205. Similar studies have shown somewhat different results

indicating that the direction and magnitude of chemical

changes have not been clearly established.

To-a first approximation, the metaigneous rocks of

the Banfield-Rowley area are assumed to be basaltic in

composition because the May Creek schists grade into basalt

flows and volcaniclastics with decreasing metamorphic grade

(Kays, 1970b). Furthermore, it is possible that the rocks

of the Banfield-Rowley area were modified by several of the

aforementioned processes because of their inferred submarine

origin (refer to p. 60 ) and geologic history. However, there

is no significant and consistent departure of the chemistry

of the metaigneous rocks from that of fresh basalts or

basaltic andesites (Table 2, columns 2, 4 and 5). The

average Na20 concentration for the greenstones and green-

schists is slightly higher (+1.00%) and that of K20 is

slightly lower (-0.60%) than their respective averages

in basalts, yet the rocks do not qualify as spilites on the

basis of the abundances, ratios, and plots of the alkalis

and CaO (Hughes, 1973). Because these elements are among

the most mobile, but are of similar concentration to their

counterparts in fresh basalt, it is probable that the com-

positions of the rocks in the Banfield-Rowley area were not
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appreciably modified. Nevertheless, conclusions regarding

protolith types must be considered as somewhat tentative.

The classification scheme for volcanic rocks of Irvine

and Baragar (1971) is primarily followed in this investiga-

tion. It was selected because it is based on the major

element chemistry of 2,500 samples from numerous localities

and tectonic environments, and because it is applicable to

both fresh and metamorphosed volcanics. The method util-

izes the weight percentage of major oxides and normative

indices to sequentially categorize volcanic rocks as:

1) subalkaline or alkaline, 2) calc-alkali or tholeiitic,

if subalkaline, and 3) picrite basalt, basalt, andesite,

dacite or rhyolite. Modifiers are added according to K20

abundance. Additional geochemical plots are utilized in

this study to check or clarify the results of the Irvine

and Baragar method. The Fe203 of all samples was set at

weight percent Ti02 + 1.5 (the upper limit recommended for

unaltered volcanics) and the remaining iron converted to

FeO. Cation norms were calculated according to the proce-

dure outlined by Hutchinson (1974, p. 419-422). Cation and

CIPW norms generally give similar results. The data presen-

ted in Table 2 were not adjusted.

The majority of the Banfield-Rowley metaigneous rocks

are clearly subalkaline (Figs. 10 and 11). However, four

samples plot in the alkaline field when projected onto the

basal plane of the clinopyroxene-olivine-nepheline-quartz
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Figure 10. Alkaline-subalkaline character of the Banfield-
Rowley metaigneous rocks and selected volcanic
rocks based on cation normative assemblages
(dividing line after Irvine and Baragar, 1971).
Ne' = Ne + 3/5 Ab, Q' = A + 2/5 Ab + 1/4 Opx,

01' 01 + 3/4 Opx.
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Figure 11. Alkalis versus silica diagram showing the
alkaline-subalkaline affinity of the Banfield-
Rowley metaigneous rocks and selected
volcanic rocks (dividing line after Irvine
and Baragar, 1971). Refer to Figure 10 and
Table 2 for explanation of syithols and nuxn-
bers, respectively.
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tetrahedron, but plot in the subalkaline field on an alkali-

silica diagram. The principal difference between the 01-

Ne-Q and Na20 + K20 vs. Si02 diagrams is that the former

reflects the oxidation states of iron whereas the latter

does not. Because the Fe203 and FeO proportions were arbi-

trarily chosen, it is possible the Ol-Ne-Q plot is falsely

depicting a slightly undersaturated state for the four sam-

ples in question. Alternatively, the results may indicate

the effects of alteration or weathering. On a Ti02 vs. Si02

diagram all of the Banfield-Rowley samples plot in the sub-

alkaline field (Fig. 12). Concentrations of Ti02 and Si02

are not readily modified during low temperature alteration

processes and, thus, should more accurately reflect original

rock compositions than other more mobile elements. There-

fore, it is concluded that all of the Banfield-Rowley meta-

igneous rocks are subalkaline.

It is of interest that the plot of "average" spilite

is in the subalkaline field on a Ti02 vs. Si02 diagram but

is in the alkaline field according to the Ol-Ne-Q and

alkalis-silica diagrams. This discrepancy suggests that

spilitization produces rocks of "alkaline" character and,

by analogy, rocks in the Banfield-Rowley area were not

spilitized.

The AFM and A1203 vs. normative plagioclase diagrams

indicate that the majority of the rnetaigneous samples are

caic-alkaline; both exceptions being consistently tholeiltic
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Figure 12. Ti02 versus Si02 diagram depicting the
alkaline-subalkaljne character of the
Banfield-Rowley metaigneous rocks and
selected volcanic rocks (dividing line
after Whitehead and Goodfellow, (1977)).
Refer to Figure 10 for legend.
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(Figs. 13 and 14). By contrast, the majority of the meta-

volcanics front the northern Kiamath Mountains that were

analyzed by Kays (1970b) plot in the tholeiitic field.

Also shown on the AFM diagram are the analyses of chlorite

schist, felsic schist, iron formation, comparative facies

of iron formation, and the field of intensely altered vol-

canic host rocks associated with selected volcanogenic

massive sulfide deposits. All of these rocks have low

alkali concentrations and plot near the F-M boundary. The

magnetite iron formation has a similar FeOIMgO ratio but

a higher concentration of A1203 than counterparts of Pre-

cambrian age. The chlorite schist qualifies as an iron

formation or ironstone solely on the basis of chemistry

because it contains greater than 15 weight percent total

iron (James, 1966). However, the FeO/MgO ratio is lower,

and Al203 and MgO abundances significantly higher than those

of an iron formation. The overall chemistry of the chlorite

schist closely resembles that of the intensely altered rocks

at the Whalesback Mine, Newfoundland (Bachinski, 1977).

The felsic schist is chemically similar to the chlorite

schist with respect to FeO/MgO ratios and relative elemen-

tal concentrations, but contains appreciably more Si02.

Diagrams based on normative indices and weight per-

centages of the major oxides indicate that the majority of
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Figure 13. Ternary AFM diagram depicting the calc-alkaline

and tholeiitic association of the Banfield-Rowley
metaigneous rocks, selected volcanic rocks, and

metavolcanics of the northern Kiamath Mountains
(dividing line after Irvine and Baragar, 1971).

Also plotted are analyses of iron formation,

chlorite schist, felsic schist, and field of

altered volcanics associated with the Whalesback

(Bachinski, 1977), Mattagami. Lake (Roberts and

Reardon, 1978), and Millenbach (Riverin and

Hodgson, 1980) massive sulfide deposits.
Na20 + K 0, F = FeO + 0.8998 Fe203, N = MgO,

all in weigh percent.
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Figure 14. A1203 versus normative plagioclase composi-
tion diagram depicting the caic-alkaline
and tholeiitic character of the Banfield-
Rowley metaigneous rocks and selected vol-
canic rocks (dividing line after Irvine and
Baragar, 1971). Refer to Figure 10 for
legend.
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the Banfield-Rowley inetaigneous rocks are basaltic (Fig. 15

and 16). Some rocks, particularly the tremolite-clinozoisite

schists, have compositions similar to basaltic andesites.
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Figure 15. Compositions of the Banfield and Rowley rneta-
igneous rocks and selected volcanic rocks
based on normative color index and normative
plagioclase composition (after Irvine and
Baragar, 1971). Refer to Figure 10 for
legend.
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PROTOLITHS D TECTONIC SETTING

The mineralogy, textures, relict features, and chemi-

cal classification of the 14 rock samples that were analyzed

are summarized in Table 3. To the extent that they are re-

presentative samples, any conclusions based on petrochemical

arguments also pertain to their respective map units. The

type of data presented in Table 3, in addition to field re-

lationships, form the primary evidence from which interpre-

tations are made regarding the origin of the Banfield-Rowley

rocks.

The greenschists and greenstones are very similar

inineralogically and chemically. They were apparently de-

rived from rocks of basaltic composition of calc-alkaline

and, to a lesser extent, tholeiitic affinities. However,

the well developed schistosity, small scale banding, and

rare plagioclase relicts of the greenschists contrasts

markedly with the massive and occasionally blastioporphyri-

tic textures of the greenstones. These differences are

interpreted to indicate the greenschists were derived from

basaltic tuffs and tuffaceous sediments (i.e. volcanic

wackes) and the greenstones from basalt flows. The tuffs

and tuffaceous sediments yielded more readily than the flows

to shearing stresses during metamorphism because of their

fragmental texture and variable induration. Their banding

possiblymimics the original stratification, and the lensoid



TABLE 3. MINERALOGY, PETROGRAPHIC FEATURES, AND CHEMISTRY OF 14 REPRESENTATIVE ROCK SAMPLES FROM THE BANFIELD-ROWLEY AREA.

Mineralogy' Textures3 Relict Features" Chemical Classification5

Act/Trm Ab + Qz Epi Chl Micas

Greens tone

BA-40 50 37 10 Tr 2 blastioporphyritic plag. phenos. CA basalt
S-241 25 40 20 10 3 nonfoliated --- TN basalt
S-204 45 30 25 Tr 1 blastioporphyritic plag. phenos. CA basalt

Greenschist

BA-39 20 55 15 10 Tr chl porphyroblasts banding, felsic clots? CA basalt
S-246-H chl porphyroblasts banding, plag. xtls? CA basalt
5-217 40 35 20 1 -- fgd, schistose hornblende? TN basalt
S-177 15 50 30 Tr 2 fgd, schistose banding, felsic clots? CA basalt-andesite

Tremol i te-
Clinozoisite schist

S-162 40 12 31 2 15 folded plag. xtls, banding
S-119 18 33 30 4 13 weakly schistose plag. xtls.

Mafic intrusion
BA-124 55 25 15 2 Tr unfoliated, granoblastic

Chlorite schist
5-240 452 -- 25 15 mgd, laminae
S-12 352 -- 60 -- crenulated

Felsic schist
3 352 2 45 15 fragmented

Iron formation
S-100 332 Tr 30 -- granoblastic

I. Modal estimates in percent. Act/Trm-actinolite-tre,nolite; Ab + Qz-albite & quartz;
Epi-epidote group minerals; Chl-chlorite; Micas-muscovite & biotite.

2. Quartz greatly exceeds albite, otherwise albite predominates.
3. fgd-fine gralned; mgd-medium grained.
4. plag.-plagioclase; phenos.-phenocrysts; xtls-crystals.
5. CA-calc-alkaline; TH-tholelitic; altd-altered; jnterm.-intermediate.

banding

CA basalt-andesite
CA basalt-andesite

gabbro

altd mafic tuff
altd piafic tuff

altd interm.-felsic tuff

magnetite iron formation

U,
.1
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aggregates and feldspar relicts may represent xenocrysts,

or the remnants of lithic clasts.

The chlorite schist, felsic schist, and iron formation

are closely related by their spatial association and chem-

istry, and they are unique in all respects from other rock

units. Many of the features of the iron formation are

identical to their counterparts in unmetamorphosed equiva-

lents. Such common features include tabular form, banding,

mineralogy, and geochemistry. The principal effect of

metamorphism was to increase the grain size; but evidence

indicating that the magnetite recrystallized from a pre-

existing iron mineral is lacking. The quartz-magnetite

(±sulfide) layers represent an intermittently deposited

chemical precipitate. The chlorite layers possibly repre-

sent altered tuffaceous material, or an authigenic chlorite-

like mineraloid that was stable under the P-T conditions

of greenschist metamorphism. The iron formation grades

laterally into chlorite schist which is characterized by

disrupted, alternating quartz-rich and chlorite-rich bands,

disseminations of magnetite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite, and

chlorite having variable Fe/Mg ratios. Although the chlor-

ite schist might be considered a silicate iron formation,

its chemistry and mineralogy are more similar to that of

altered mafic volcanics associated with massive sulfide

deposits. The unit is interpreted as a hydrothermally
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altered mafic tuff or tuffaceous sediment. The felsic schist

is spatially and genetically related to the chlorite schist.

Its fragmental texture, felsic augen, and rare plagioclase

relicts suggest it was originally an intermediate to felsic

tuff. The felsic augen and bands may possibly represent

recrystallized lapilli and tuff, respectively. As with

the chlorite schist, the abundant chlorite and low alkali

content are the result of hydrothermal alteration. The

chloritic augen were developed or enhanced by remobiliza-

tion of chlorite during subsequent deformational events;

the protolith being particularly susceptible to shearing

stresses because of its mineralogical (altered) and

textural (clastic) nature.

The tremolite-clinozoisite schists are typically

banded, contain rare relicts of plagioclase feldspar and

are extensively interfingered with metasedimentary and

metavolcanic rock units. These characteristics imply

the rocks were largely derived from tuffaceous sediments.

The chemistry of the analyzed samples is similar to that

of basaltic andesites. Although the schists contain an

estimated average of 2 to 3 percent pyrite, there is no

indication that the unit represents a product of alteration

related to mineralization.

The quartz-mica schist is clearly a metasediment.

Its bedding, abundance of quartz, uniform grain size, and

graphite content suggest the protolith was a fine-grained



siltstone that was deposited by slow fluctuating currents

under generally reducing conditions. Clays and carbona-

ceous matter were recrystallized to phyllosilicates and

graphite, respectively, during metamorphism.

The majority of the small intrusions in the Banfield-

Rowley area are medium-crystalline, nonfoliated, and have

mineralogies similar to that of the sample analyzed. These

features suggest that the intrusions are relatively shal-

low, gabbroic plugs and (or) sills.

Collectively, the rocks of the Banfield-Rowley area

comprise an interbedded sequence of mafic volcanics,

chemical precipitates, and clastic sediments. The occur-

rence of iron formation, a massive sulfide lense, and

quartz-mica schist within a short stratigraphic interval

implies that the majority of the rocks were deposited in

a subaqu.eous environment. The stratigraphic succession,

therefore, records the depositional history of a small

basin. If the sequence is correctly interpreted to be

overturned (refer to p. 6 6-67) the stratigraphy indicates

that a period of explosive volcanic activity was followed

by an interval of quiet water sedimentation and brief, in-

termittent volcanism. These geologic relationships, plus

the calc-alkaline chemistry of the volcanics, suggest the

basin was near an active volcanic arc. The southward

increase of volcanic rocks, in proportion to sedimentary

rocks, within the map area implies that the arc was in
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that relative direction. Furthermore, the compositionally

and texturally mature sediments require a provenance of

quartz-bearing rocks and a considerable degree of sedimen-

tary differentiation; features that are typical of a

nearby continental landmass. Thus, the tectonic framework

probably consisted of an arc and adjoining basin near a

continental margin similar to that of modern circum-Pacific

volcanic complexes. The association of flows, volcani-

clastics, continental detritus, and volcancgenic massive

sulfide mineralization is typical of an island arc-back arc

basin, although an Andean arc or forearc setting cannot

be discounted on the basis of present data.
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STRUCTURE

The rocks in the Banfield-Rowley area have been com-

plexly deformed over a substantial period of time, but the

paucity of outcrops and stratigraphic marker beds obscures

many of the structural details. The principal episode of

deformation was associated with metamorphism and occurred

during the Nevadan Orogeny. During this event, a folia-

tion was developed in response to shearing and folding.

A lineation and crenulation record two subsequent fold

episodes of differing stress regimes. Faults of Mesozoic

age were not recognized. However, fault displacements

and brecciation of Tertiary age are discernable, particu-

larly in the underground workings at the Banfield pros-

pect. As a consequence of deformation, the stratigraphic

units presently strike north-northeast and dip steeply

southeast, which is consistent with the major structural

trends of the northern Kiamath Mountains.

Foliation, Crenulation, and Lineation

The principal foliation (S1) is a schistosity produced

by the subparallel alignment of chlorite and actinolite.

The occurrence of pressure shadows, foliation wrapping

around lensoid aggregates, and boudinage textures imply

that the schistosity was the result of shear stresses

rather than simple alignment under load pressure. Meta-

morphic recrystallization occurred over a period of time
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spanning that required f or the development of the schis-

tosity. Displacements specifically related to this episode

of shearing have not been recognized, although it is

probable that the rock units have generally been elongated

in the direction of foliation. Limited observations of

bedding in outcrops and lithologic contacts in drill core

indicate the schistosity is generally conformable to the

original stratification.

Crenulations and a subtle lineation, expressed by

micaceous streaks, are occasionally apparent on cleavage

surfaces of quartz-mica schist and chlorite schist.

The secondary schistosity (S2) that is evident in some

thin sections may be related to a slip cleavage formed by

minor shearing along the limbs of asymmetrical crenulation

folds.

Measurements of the schistosity, crenulation, and

lineation display marked preferred orientations when plot-

ted on a contour diagram (Fig. 17). The strike of the

foliation ranges between N. 500 E. and N. 25° W. and the

dip varies from 20° to 70° E. The highest density of

determinations are centered about a plane which strikes

N. 10° E. and dips 45° SE. Measurements of lineation clus-

ter about a pole representing a line plunging 30° S. 25° E.,

whereas the hinge lines of the crenulations are either

horizontal or plunge 25° N. 60° to 65° E. The probable re-

lationships of these structural features to folds are
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discussed in the following section.

Folds

Small scale folds were frequently observed in outcrop

and float material. The folds are usually isoclinal or

tightly asymmetrical, and they are expressed by felsic

bands and S1. Limited data suggest that their axial planes

are oriented N. 00 E. or N. 750 to 80° E. and dip steeply

either east or west. Their axes generally plunge 20° to

40° S. Larger scale folds are implied by the variable

orientations of S1, iron formation, and a massive sulfide

lense within local areas.

Highly contorted, chloritic volcaniclastic rocks are

prevalent immediately east of a massive sulfide lense

exposed at the Rowley prospect. This relatively intense

folding of local distribution is probably related to a

contrast in competency and differential movement between

the sulfide lense and fragmental host rocks. A portion of

this deformation may be caused by syndepositional struc-

tural event(s) such as slumping or uneven compaction.

Outcrop and petrographic evidence indicate multiple

episodes of folding. The schistosity (S1) in the region

is interpreted by Kays (].970b) to parallel the axial planes

of large, east-dipping, isoclinal folds (F1). Such folds

were not substantiated by the map patterns of the
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stratigraphic units in the Banfield-Rowley area,3 but the

recognition of small folds of similar type and orientation

(drag folds?) implies that they may be present. Also, the

micaceous lineations may be related to F1 (and therefore

designated L1) because they approximately parallel the

plunge of the axes of small isoclinal folds (300 S. 25° E.

cf. 20° to 4Q0 S., respectively). One or more episodes of

deformation, subsequent to F1, are indicated by the orien-

tation and involvement of S1 by crenulations and other

small scale folds. However, the relative ages and inter-

relationships of these structural features are unknown.

If the Banfield-Rowley rocks are involved in large,

east-dipping, isoclinal folds, then it is possible that all

or a portion of the stratigraphic section has been over-

turned. However, because of the apparent lack of commonly

used stratigraphic top determinants, this could not be un-

equivocally confirmed. Nevertheless, the section contain-

ing the massive sulfide deposit is interpreted to be over-

turned by analogy to a generalized model for volcanogenic

massive sulfide mineralizaiton. The stratiform sections

of these deposits typically have footwall sections of

intensely altered coarse-grained volcaniclastics and

3
The apparent folds depicted by the chlorite-felsic schist
unit in the NE¼NE¼ sec. 4 is a topographic effect produced
by the intersection of a dipping layer and the sloping
crest of a ridge.
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hangingwall sections of weakly altered tuffs and sediments.

By comparison, the east-dipping Rowley massive sulfide

lense is bounded on the east by a chioritized felsic tuff

(felsic schist), and on the west by mafIc tuffs and sedimen-

tary rocks (greenschist and quartz-mica schist). These

relationships imply the stratigraphic footwall is to the

east, and that the deposit and its host rocks are over-

turned. It should be noted that exceptions and variations

to this model are recognized and, therefore, the analogy

is not always reliable for such applications.

Faults

The majority of the faults identified in the Banfield-

Rowley area were active during the Tertiary period. The

latest movement was post-Eocene in age because the faults

either displaced rocks of the Little Butte Volcanic Series

or provided conduits for hydrothermal fluids that altered

walirocks as young as the Little Butte Volcanic Series.

The distinctive carbonate-kaojinite (±silica) alteration

assemblage occurs sporadically throughout the area mapped,

and serves to establish a common age for widely separated

faults. Several faults exposed in the Banfield mine work-

ings display evidence of movement subsequent to the forma-

tion of this hydrothermal assemblage.

A major fault is located along the eastern margin of

the mapped area. It trends approximately north-south for



a minimum of 2 miles, and generally separates the Triassic

metamorphics on the west from the Tertiary volcanics to

the east. Its trace is inferred from sheared and altered

outcrops, geophysical measurements, and a possible influ-

ence on the local drainage pattern. The amount and direc-

tion of displacement are unknown, although presumably the

older rocks of the west block have been relatively uplif-

ted. A minimum of 400 feet vertical movement in the Ban-

field area is indicated by resistivity and polarity mea-

surements of the altered metamorphic and volcanic rocks.

Shorter, possibly en echelon, structures in the Banfield

mine have a component of right lateral strike-slip move-

ment.

A fault in the central part of the mapped area trends

N. 100 W. and has an apparent right lateral displacement

of 1400 feet. Its presence is inferred by a disruption

of the stratigraphic trends, minor carbonate-clay altera-

tion, and springs located along a linear break in the

topogra,phy. If the position and movement of this fault

are correctly interpreted, the Banfield mineralization and

part of the Rowley mineralization are directly related

by means of the depositional horizon represented by

the chlorite schist-felsic schist unit. A prominent

subparallel band of carbonate alteration is present 400

to 600 feet west of this fault, where it partially coin-

cides with a zone of dispersed mineralization at the



Rowley prospect. flowever, displacement along this zone

was not discernible.

Numerous faults are exposed in the Banfield mine

workings (Plate 3). They generally strike between N. 500

W. and N. 20° E. and dip 450 or more but do not display

preferred orientations. Much of the mine development was

along major faults that strike north-south or N. 30° to 400 W.

and dip steeply eastward. These are characterized by

undulating surfaces, slickensides that rake 13° to 44° S.

(the latest relative movement), and the deposition of

gray carbonate and silica along their traces. Faults of

similar orientation on the surface have slickensides which

rake 35° to 50° N. Underground geologic relationships imply

a right lateral sense of movement, although the amount of

offset was undeterminable because of displacement along

cross faults and the lack of stratigraphic control. The

iron formation, however, maintains a generally consistent

trend which indicates that the cumulative effect of the

fault movements was limited.

Brecciated rock cemented by carbonate is commonly

found where the faults bifurcate or bend. In these areas,

fragments or slices of entrapped rock were shattered by the

differential movement between faults, and open spaces were

created along sections of the fault planes that curve by

as much as 40° of arc.
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METAMORPHISM

The rocks in the Banfield-Rowley area have been meta-

morphosed under conditions described by Kays (1970b) as

intermediate between low pressure contact metamorphism and

higher pressure Barrovian-like regional metamorphism. He

established four zones based on assemblages in pelitic

rocks: 1) chlorite zone, 2) biotite zone, 3) staurolite

zone, and 4) sillimanite zone. The grade of metamorphism

progressively and symmetrically increases towards an axis

of granitic intrusions and deformed ultramafic-mafic rocks.

Crystallizing granitic magmas are presumed to have supplied

the energy for the metamorphic reactions. The metamorphic

grade, in the region of the Banfield and Rowley prospects,

increases from east to west, although this cannot be defi-

nitely established in the mapped area because of its nar-

row width. Zone 2 (biotite zone) of Kays' assemblages

consists of quartz-chlorite-biotite-muscovite-andalusite-

albite. In zone 3 (staurolite zone), staurolite and

plagioclase feldspar (-An23) occur in place of andalusite

and albite, and only minor amounts of chlorite are present.

The metasedimentary rocks of the Banfield-Rowley area are

composed of abundant quartz, biotite, and muscovite, and

trace amounts of chlorite. Andalusite, stauroilte, and

plagioclase were not identified. Clearly, the metamorphic

imprint is beyond the biotite isograd, but did not reach
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the staurolite isograd; they correspond most closely to

the zone 2 asseniblage for pelites. The zone 2 assemblage

for mafic rocks is characterized byactinolite-clinozoi-

site-epidote-chlorite-albite. Hornblende replaces actino-

lite and plagioclase feldspar (An23_40) replaces albite

in zone 3. The parageneses of the Banfield-Rowley meta-

volcanics corresponds to the zone 2 assemblage.

The mineralogy of the Banfield-Rowley metainorphics

is consistent with the greenschist facies or low grade

metamorphic division of Winkler (1976). The ubiquitous

presence of biotite indicates equivalency to the upper

greenschist facies (quartz-albite-epidote-biotite sub-

facies of Turner and Verhoogen, 1960), but the absence

of hornblende places the rocks in the lower part of

Winkler's low grade division of mafic rocks (Fig. 18).

Based on experimental studies in the basaltic system,

Liou et al. (1974) have placed the upper boundary of the

greenschist albite-epidote-chiorite-actinolite assemblage

at 4750 C, and the lower limit of the amphibolite assem-

blage plagioclase-hornblende at 5500 C. The formation of

biotite is not well understood, although the reaction

stilpnomelane + phengite = biotite + chlorite + quartz +

H20 is considered relevant by Winkler (1976). Experimen-

tal investigation of this reaction indicates that biotite

forms at 445° ± 10° C at 4 kb and 460° ± 100 C at 7 kb.

Assuming intermediate pressures of 4 to 7 kb, these data
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Figure 18. Ternary ACF diagram depicting the compositional
association of the Banfield-Rowley rocks and
selected volcanic rocks to the quartz-albite-
epidote-biotite subfacies of the greenschist
facies (Turner and Verhoogen, 1960) or albite-
actjnolite-chlorjte zone for low grade
metamorphosed mafic rocks (Winkler, 1976)

A = A1203 + Fe203 - (Na.,O + K.,O), C = CaO - 3.3
(P20), F = MgO + MnO + eO, atl in weight per-
cen (corrected for accessories where appropriate).
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suggest that metamorphism of the Banfield-Rowley terrain

took place at temperatures in the range 45Q0 to 500° C.

Kays (1970b) reports a range of 5400 to 6500 C for assem-

blages of zone 3.

The age of metamorphism in the northernmost Kiamath

Mountains has not been established by radiometric dating.

It is frequently related to the Nevadan Orogeny by analogy

to other areas within the Kiamath Province. The southern

end of the batholith which is located immediately west of

the mapped area is thought to have been emplaced 127 to

140 m.y. ago (Hotz, 1971, Fig. 2). This intrusion occu-

pies the axis of metamorphism implying that the latest

age of metamorphism was Late Jurassic.
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MINERALIZATION AND ALTERATION

Sulfide mineralization in the Banfield-Rowley area con-

sists of 1) massive, stratiform lenses, 2) stratabound strin-

gers, blebs, and disseminations, and 3) bands and blebs

associated with chert and iron formation. Individual sulfide

aggregates and bodies are generally concordant to the schis-

tosity and stratigraphy and display evidence of recrystalli-

zation. These features indicate the mineralization is pre-

Jurassic (i.e. premetamorphic) and probably penecontempora-

neous with the enclosing Triassic volcanic-sedimentary

sequence. Abundant chlorite is spatially associated with

the mineralization and is a relict of hydrothermal altera-

tion. A post-Eocené hot springs alteration event, charac-

terized by a carbonate-kaolinite ± silica assemblage,

locally obliterated the earlier formed sulfide and chlorite.

Although the Tertiary hydrothermal activity deposited traces

of cinnabar, the Triassic mineralization continues to receive

the exploration interest, as it has since the turn of the

century.

History, Development, and Production

The Banfield prospect was located in 1900 by H. Banfield.

During the subsequent 30 years, the mineralization was devel-

oped by approximately 3000 feet of underground workings over

a vertical range of 235 feet and a horizontal distance of

410 feet. The overall mine plan consists of 6 adit levels,
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which inc1ude several short drifts, crosscuts, and stopes,

and a manway and ore pass connecting a sublevel with the

lowermost two adits (Plate 3). Presently, the workings are

in good condition with only minor caving in some crosscuts

and at the portal of Adit 2-3. Recorded production for

the Banfield property is 52 tons in 1928, containing

10,059 lbs. Cu and 19 ozs. Ag, and a small shipment in 1956

containing 400 lbs. Cu and some Ag (Ramp, 1972). Based on

the above figures, sinelted ore averaged 9.7 percent Cu

and 0.4 oz/t Ag.

Development of two mineralized zones at the Rowley

prospect consists of more than 500 feet of underground work-

ings in 3 adits, 2 of which are caved, and several thousand

feet of trenches. There has been no recorded production.

Since the mid 1950's, several exploration companies

have shown an interest in the Banfield-Rowley mineraliza-

tion. These include Coppermines, Inc. (Kennecott, Corp.),

Wisconsin Mining Co., Ltd., Comstock Lode Silver and Copper

Mines, Inc., St. Joe Minerals, American Selco, Inc. and

Conoco, Inc. Lessors of the properties have explored the

mineralization by means of geochemical sampling, induced

polarization and magnetometer surveys, and diamond drilling.

Earlier exploration efforts were primarily directed towards

extending the high grade copper "veins" of the Banfield

prospect, whereas later efforts have concentrated on the

massive stratiform lenses of the Rowley deposit.
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Massive, Stratiform Lenses (ms)

Three massive sulfide lenses are known or inferred to

be present in the southern portion of the mapped area (Plate

1). The central and largest one has been explored by two

short adits and several diamond drill holes. Two smaller

occurrences, north and south of the principal lense, are

indicated by massive gossan float, although sulfide miner-

alization was not found in either area. The alignment of

the three occurrences near the western contact of the

greenschist suggests that they formed within the same re-

stricted time-stratigraphic interval. The contact repre-

sents the cessation of one episode of volcanism and the

initiation of another episode of intermittent volcanism

and sedimentation.

Orientation and Form

The principal lense strikes N. 100 to 30° W. and dips

about 500 E. Steeper angles of dip and a local reversal of

dip direction, indicated by drilling results, imply broad

open folds. However, significant remobilization and de-

formation of the suif ides were not recognized. As presently

delineated, the deposit has maximum dimensions of 900 feet

in length and 450 feet in width. Its thickness diminishes

from a maximum of 16 to 20 feet near the surface to one foot

at depth. A longitudinal profile shows that the mineralized

zone has the form of a thin, nearly tabular lense which has
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been substantially eroded. The lense generally exhibits

sharp contacts and is intercalated with greenschist. Thus,

it is an integral part of the stratigraphic section and may

be considered a stratabound and stratif arm mineral deposit.

Host Rocks

Footwall host rock lithologies (east of the lense) grade

from intercalated greenschist and greenstone into felsic

schist as the massive sulfide mineralization is approached.

Thin units of quartz-mica schist and mafic sills(?) are also

common, but usually they cannot be correlated between suc-

cessive drill holes. The discontinuity of units and highly

variable textures of the felsic schist imply that the foot-

wall section represents a rapid accumulation of pyroclastic

rocks and volcanic sediments which are characterized by

abrupt facies changes. The felsic schist is greater than

200 feet thick in the vicinity of the Rowley adits, but

thins to the northwest. It consists of felsic clasts and

bands in a chiorite-biotite matrix. The fine- to medium-

grained chlorite is length fast and colorless to pale green,

indicating a more magnesium-rich composition than the chlo-

rite of the greenschists. It is intergrown with brown

biotite, actinolite, and clinozoisite in varying amounts.

Some chlorite partially replaces biotite along cleavage

planes and grain boundaries as a product of retrograde

metamorphism. Quartz occurs as augen-shaped clasts up to
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several centimeters in size and as thin bands 0.5 cm thick

or less. The augens may contain large relict plagioclase

crystals or chlorite blades and display evidence of boudi-

nage. These features indicate that fragmentation is both

primary (volcaniclastic) and secondary (tectonic) in origin.

Suif ides occur throughout the footwall section as dispersed

grains, blebs, and stringers. Pyrite is the most abundant

followed in order by pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and sphaler-

ite. Total sulfide content averages 3 to 5 percent by

volume. A few narrow zones of 25 to 40 percent sulfide were

intersected in drill holes near the massive sulfide lense.

These are less than 3 feet thick and composed of stringers

and bands of pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite. The

zones, stringers, and bands generally parallel the foliation.

Typical sulfide habits are anhedral to euhedral disseminated

grains and lensoid or equant aggregates in a quartz-chlorite

matrix. Neither throughgoing veins nor a crosscutting sul-

fide zone were recognized.

Rocks of the hangingwall are predominantly greenschist

although locally they consist of mafic sills(?) and tremolite-

clinozoisite schist. They are similar to other lithologies

of their respective units, except for a slightly greater

abundance of disseminated sulfide and a better developed

banded fabric. Pyrite and pyrrhotite sporadically reach 10

percent by volume adjacent to the lense, but progressively

decrease in quantity stratigraphically upward. Most of the
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hangingwall rocks, including interbeds of greenschist within

the sulfide lense, average less than 3 percent sulfide. Al-

ternating silicic and mafic bands characterize many of the

rocks immediately bounding the lense, which suggests a strong

influence of sedimentary processes. By inference, the sul-

fide lense probably represents a chemical and (or) clastic

sediment that was deposited during a general hiatus in explo-

sive volcanism.

Mineralogy and Textures

The massive sulfide lense has been completely oxidized

to gossan at the surface, except for a small, relatively

fresh exposure in a stream bed near the Rowley adits. The

depth of oxidation in the area is generally within 100 feet

of the surface. The gossan is dark brown, faintly banded,

and consists of cellular masses of goethite-quartzboxworks,

quartz aggregates, and minor films of jarosite. The boxworks

are three to six-sided polyhedrons, which commonly tend

towards triangular, rectangular, and square cross sections.

Banding is expressed by variations in the size and density

of boxworks and quartz grains. Host rock and quartz f rag-

ments are occasionally embedded within the gossan. The

textures and fabric correspond to analogous features of the

unoxidized sulfide lense and clearly indicate that replace-

ment of sulf ides by hydrous iron oxides was essentially

pseudomorphic.
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The primary minerals of the massive sulfide lense are

pyrite (60%), carbonate (20%), sphalerite (12%), chalcopy-

rite (3%), quartz (3%), and magnetite (2%). These mineral

percentages represent the average modal estimates derived

from two doubly polished thin sections. Pyrite appears to

form a partially supported framework around which other

minerals were deposited. Individual pyrite grains or ag-

gregates average approximately 0.75 mm in diameter but

display a large range from less than 0.1 to 3.0 mm. They

are typically subangular to subrounded, slightly fractured,

and contain a few sphalerite and (or) chalcopyrite inclu-

sions (Fig.19). Grain boundaries are extensively corroded.

An admixture of carbonate and unzoned sphalerite crystals,

usually less than 0.3 mm in their longest dimension, occupy

the interstices of the pyrite framework. Dispersed through

this matrix are small crystals and aggregates of pyrite,

chalcopyrite, and quartz and large fractured grains of

magnetite. Chalcopyrite is present along the margins and

in veinlets that crosscut pyrite and lithic clasts. As a

fracture filling in pyrite, the chalcopyrite is frequently

"rootless" in the sense that there is no external mass to

which it is connected. Pyrite-chalcopyrite mutual boun-

daries are slightly curved or lobate. Sphalerite, and

carbonate to a lesser extent, ernbay and crosscut pyrite,

chalcopyrite, and magnetite. Replacement of pyrite by

sphalerite is prevalent along grain boundaries, but is
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Figure 19. Framework pyrite (pale yellow) veined and re-
placed by chalcopyrite (yellow) and sphalerite
(moderate gray). Matrix consists of sphalerite
and carbonate (dark gray).



generally of limited extent. This partial replacement has

resulted in the formation of rounded pyrite grains flanked

by sphalerite that Contain minute isolated remnants of py-

rite.
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The mineral distributions and textures described above

suggest the following apparent paragenetic sequence: 1) de-

velopment of large angular pyrite aggregates, 2) deposition

of chalcopyrite which in part overlaps the earlier pyrite

stage, 3) deposition and replacement of all earlier formed

minerals by sphalerite and carbonate, and 4) barren carbo-

nate veinlets. Magnetite appears to have been an early

mineral phase although its exact paragenetic relationship

to pyrite and chalcopyrite could not be established. At

least two periods of fracturing have affected the sulfide

lense. The earlier one is depicted by fractures and veinlets

solely confined to the grains of pyrite and magnetite, and

the later one by carbonate veinlets that crosscut both

framework pyrite and matrix.

Banding is expressed by variations in mineral size

and abundance. The type that is most conspicuous results

from a decrease in the amount of framework pyrite, sphaler-

ite, and carbonate that is accompanied by a proportionate

increase in fine-grained pyrite and total pyrite (Fig. 20).

This marked, significant change in mineral abundances

is interpreted to represent relict stratification. Had

such bands formed by remobilization into a dilatent zone
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Figure 20. Fabric (top) and texture (bottom) of a conspic-
uous type of band in the Rowley massive sulfide
lense.



(shear plane), the result would likely be an increase,

rather than decrease, in the abundance of sphalerite and

carbonate. More subtle and ambiguous banding is caused

by gradations in the proportions of framework pyrite to ma-

trix and carbonate to quartz. Flattened clasts of chlorite

schist and lensoid quartz fragments up to 5 cm in their

largest dimension represent a relict feature. They may be

indicative of a clastic origin for the entire deposit, or a

product of post-depositional slumping and the incorporation

of exotic lithologies. Blebs and short, discontinuous vein-

lets of chalcopyrite and minor pyrite are commonly concen-

trated at the margins of the chioritic fragments. These

possibly formed as a result of remobilization and selective

replacement.

Stratabound Stringer Mineralization

Stringer mineralization refers to sulfide grains, blebs,

and stringers dispersed through a host rock. In the Banfield-

Rowley area, this type of mineralization is only associated

with chlorite schist and felsic schist, although sulfides

are trace constituents in all lithologies. Furthermore,

the stringer mineralization is predominantly restricted to

the chlorite schist-felsic schist (-iron formation) strati-

graphic interval (which probably interrelates the Banfield

and Rowley prospects) and thus implies that it is strata-

bound. Stringer mineralization grades into copper
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sulfide-bearing iron formation in the vicinity of the Ban-

field mine, and is also present in the footwall section of

the massive sulfide lense as previously described.

Suif ides are erratically distributed throughout the

mineralized stratigraphic horizon. Abundances vary from

1 to 20 percent or more by volume across short thicknesses,

and average 3 to 5 percent. The mineralization is best

developed in the Rowley section, and it gradually lessens

to the north except for two areas of minor concentration

near short adits in the NE¼ sec. 4 (Plate 1).

Rowley Section

Host rocks to the Rowley stringer mineralization con-

sist of intercalated chlorite schist, felsic schist, anã

minor amounts of greenschist and greenstone. Individual

rock units are laterally and vertically discontinuous but

collectively form a distinct sequence which ranges from

100 to 250 feet in thickness and dips approximately 50°

E. The host rocks have been hydrothermally altered to

carbonate and kaolinite during the Tertiary period (where

they coincide with a poorly defined shear zone) and weath-

ered to iron hydroxides and clays. Surface samples are

grayish orange, pink, light brown, and maroon which in that

order correspond to increasingly higher ratios of iron-

bearing minerals (mostly derived from sulfidesi relative to

carbonate and clays. Mineralized chlorite schist contains



abundant quartz as disrupted hydrothermal laminae or bands,

and as metamorphic (reznobilized) knots or lenses. In thin

section, the quartz laminae are aggregates of strained,

turbid, granoblastic crystals with a senate border. Mortar

or boudinage textures and pressure shadows are sporadically

evident. These features, and the presence of small scale

folds, lineations, and rotated fragments, indicate the host

rocks have undergone signficant shear deformation.

The stringer mineralization occurs in one or more dis-

crete zones over a strike length of approximately 1500 feet.

Drill hole intercepts vary from 10 to 100 feet in apparent

thickness and average 5 to 10 percent sulfide. Pyrite,

chalcopyrite, and sphalerite are the major sulfides, and

pyrrhotite is present in trace quantities. Magnetite and

hematite are minor but ubiquitous associates. Pyrite and

magnetite commonly occur as idioblastic inclusions, less

than 0.25 mm in diameter, within chlorite and quartz.

Magnetite crystals are occasionally concentrated in bands

contained within a matrix of quartz that resembles the

occurrence of this oxide in the iron formation. Aggregates

of chalcopyrite and (or) pyrite form equant blebs up to

1.5 cm in diameter and stringers (elongate blebs or series

of blebs) that parallel the direction of schistosity. The

stringers are usually associated with chlorite schist

rather than felsic schist. Sphalerite may be associated

with chalcopyrite and pyrite, or be present in discrete
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zones that contain only trace amounts of other suif ides.

Magnetite is also present as reaction rims and veinlets

that replace pyrite and chalcopyrite. The magnetite in-

clusions appear to be contemporaneous with the suif ides,

but the rims and veinlets are clearly later and indicate

a higher oxygen fugacity than that which prevailed at the

time of sulfide deposition. Much of the magnetite has been

further oxidized, in part, to hematite. The distribution

of the replacement textures is not exclusively related to

rocks affected by carbonate-kaolinite hydrothermal altera-

tion or processes of weathering. This precludes hydro-

thermal fluids of Tertiary age and meteoric waters as the

oxidizing medium, and thus implies that either an earlier

metamorphic fluid or an evolving primary hydrothermal solu-

tion converted the sulfide to magnetite, and the magnetite

to hematite.

Mineralized Iron Formation (if)

Banded to massive magnetite iron formation is exposed

at the Banfield prospect and in the NE¼ of sec. 4. The two

occurrences are separated by a minimum of 1500 feet but be-

cause of their petrographic similarities and association

with chlorite and felsic schist, they are interpreted to

have been deposited along a common stratigraphic horizon.

The iron formation is composed of numerous tabular lenses

that vary from less than 1 foot up to 25 feet thick. In
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part, the lenses are tectonic fragments of an originally

more extensive layer, but the presence of widely separated

outcrops also implies a pattern of sporadic deposition.

Individual lenses typically conform to the schistosity,

trend north-northeast and dip approximately 500 E.

Sulf ides, in the form of disseminations, blebs, and

seinimassive bands, are a common constituent of the iron

formation and associated lithologies. The abundance of

sulfide averages less than 5 percent by volume, although

it locally attains 15 to 20 percent in narrow stopes of

the Banfield mine where the mineralization is most pre-

valent.

Banfield Mine

The Banfield mine workings expose a small volume of

stratabound mineralization (sulfide-bearing iron formation).

However, the conformable, stratigraphic character of the

deposit was unrecognized during the first half of this

century because orthomagmatic-epigenetic concepts of ore

genesis prevailed among North merican prospectors and

geologists. As a result, the Banfield mine was developed

along major, post-mineralization faults (Plate 3) and ex-

ploratory drill holes were commonly oriented parallel to

the schistosity and banding.

Rocks in the Banfield area were extensively shattered

and replaced during a post-Eocene, tectonic-hydrothermal
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event that destroyed or obscured many of the original geo-

logic features. The intensity of the alteration was such.

that it was difficult to subdivide the metavolcanic rocks;

schists exposed in the mine workings were only divisible

into two principal units based on the presence or absence

of remnant quartz lamjnae and chert. Indeed, the altera-

tion was so pervasive and complete that the Tertiary vol-

canics and Triassic metamorphics were locally rendered in-

discernable. For example, the contact between these sys-

tems in Adit 1 is based on the determination of the exis-

tence of a subtle foliation. Additional features and

effects of this alteration event are more fully described

in a subsequent section.

The generalized stratigraphic section of the Banfield

mine area, compiled from mine maps and drill hole data, is

depicted in cross section A-A' of Plate 2. The stratigra-

phy, from oldest to youngest (i.e. from east to west assu-

ming the sequence is overturned) is interpreted as follows:

1) Greenschist altered to carbonate, kaolinite, and
minor sericite with variable amounts of remnant
chlorite, actinolite, epidote, and albite. This
lithology is overlain by a similarly altered, but
more fragmental unit, which is possibly correla-
tive with the felsic schist.

2) Chlorite schist altered to carbonate, kaolinite,
and locally abundant sericite. Quartz laminae
and gray to purple bands or lenses of chert dis-
tinguish this rock type from altered greenschist.
A portion of the quartz contains inclusions of
chlorite with the same optical properties as its
counterpart in unaltered chlorite schist. This
unit encloses sporadically mineralized chert lay-
ers, magnetite iron formation, and schist.



3) Altered greenschist similar to that which under-
lies the chlorite schist. It varies from 50 to
175 feet in thickness.

4) Bedded quartz-mica schist with coarsely crystalline
quartz pods and minor carbonate veinlets. A por-
tion of these metasedimentary rocks are in fault
contact with the greenschist.

5) Tertiary tuffs, flows, dikes, and volcanic conglo-
merates of basaltic and felsic compositions. The
volcanic and sedimentary rocks unconformably over-
lie and are in fault contact with the Triassic
rocks. Orientations of the faults are such that
the contact approximately parallels the dip of the
Triassic units and the eastern slope of a north-
trending ridge.

The sulfide mineralogy of the Banfield deposit consists

of pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, covellite, and cinna-

bar. These minerals are divisible into three episodes of

deposition on the basis of textural features, lithologic

association, and structural fabric. The majority of the

sulfides occur as stringers, discontinuous bands, and dis-

seminations in altered metavolcanics and chemical precipi-

tates. They are generally coarse-grained, free of inclu-

sions, and aligned parallel to the schistosity and banding

of their enclosing host rocks. Pyrite sporadically occurs

as masses of closely spaced cubes with a common crystallo-

graphic orientation, as deduced from the simultaneous re-

flection of light from their cleavage surfaces. Such

features are typical of recrystallized sulfide ores (Vokes,

1969) and indicate that the Banfield mineralization is pre-

Jurassic (i.e. pre-metamorphic) in age. The stratabound

character of the deposit and iron formation further implies
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that the mineralization was penecontemporaneous with the

Triassic volcanic-sedimentary rock sequence.

The cinnabar and a minor amount of pyrite display

characteristics of epigenetic mineralization. Pyrite is

present as subhedral to euhedral crystals in carbonate-

silica veins and veinlets which crosscut all lithologic

units in the Banfield mine. This assemblage is particularly

prevalent along fault planes. Trace quantities of cinnabar

are present as films on the surfaces of fractures cutting

chert or iron formation. The relative ages of the struc-

tures within which the sulfides are found and their associa-

tion with carbonate and silica establishes a genetic re-

lationship to the post-Eocene hydrothermal event.

Trace amounts of covellite are present along some

fractures which crosscut the Triassic stratabound copper

mineralization exposed in the Banfield workings. The

covellite is interpreted as a supergene sulfide that was

precipitated under locally reducing conditions by downward

percolating groundwater. Mineralized iron formation near

the surface is oxidized to goethite, hematite, malachite,

chalcanthite, and other copper minerals. Partially oxi-

dized sulf ides are evident in outcrop and indicate a shallow

depth of oxidation. The weathering of suif ides in a

magnetite-silica matrix is particularly well displayed near

the portal of Adit 5. Here, the progressive conversion of

semimassive pyrite and chalcopyrite to limonite boxworks
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is particularly well defined.

The syngenetic stratiform mineralization of Triassic

age consists of subequal amounts of pyrite and chalcopyrite,

and lesser quantities of sphalerite. These sulfides are

present within chert, magnetite iron formation, and altered

schist. The chert is typically banded, alternating between

light gray and dark purple in color, because of relatively

abrupt variations in the abundance of magnetite inclusions.

Although the magnetite and quartz have been recrystallized,

there is no. evidence to suggest they have been remobilized.

The banding, therefore, is interpreted as relict bedding.

Chert is present as relatively thick ( 2 feet), tabular

lenses (depicted in Plate 3), and as pods and thin layers

interspersed with altered chlorite schist. Both morpholog-

ical types contain pyrite and chalcopyrite, which vary from

trace amounts up to 15 percent by volume across short inter-

vals. The suif ides are typically hosted by purple chert

(as contrasted with the gray variety), and they occur as

coarsely crystalline disseminations and as mono- or poly-

mineralic blebs. Individual blebs may be surrounded by

bleached envelopes where magnetite has been replaced by

carbonate and clays. The textures and fabric of weakly

mineralized bands of chert are illustrated in Figure 21.

Chert grades into massive magnetite iron formation

with an increase in the content of magnetite. The dis-

tinction between the two units is arbitrary, but was based
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on the degree of banding and relative intensity of magnetism

for the purposes of mapping. The iron formation is black and

generally homogeneous except for the sporadic occurrence of

short thin layers of chlorite. In pervasively altered areas,

light colored minerals have replaced the chlorite and impar-

ted a conspicuous banded appearan.ce to the rock. Suif ides

in the magnetite iron formation exhibit the same textural

characteristics as their counterparts in the banded chert.

In addition to disseminations and blebs, pyrite and chalco-

pyrite also form short semimassive bands and are admixed

with minor amounts of sphalerite. Individual sulfide bands

may be extensively disrupted and partially replaced as a

result of Tertiary deformation and hydrothermal alteration

(Fig. 22 ). Pyrite is generally more fractured than chalco-

pyrite, which suggests that plastic flow and (or) processes of

annealing were operative during tectonic activity. Some

remobilization of the sulfides within the iron formation

was concurrent with metamorphism, as inferred from the pre-

sence of sporadic white bull quartz containing abundant

pyrite and chalcopyrite. The fact that these minerals do

not appear to have migrated significant distances, implies

that deformation and recrystallization developed most readily

and completely in areas of abundant suif ides. The overall

structural style of the deformed sulfide-bearing mineralized

iron formation, and associated lithologies, is depicted in

Figure 23.
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Figure 22. Disrupted chalcopyrite bands in partially al-
tered magnetite iron formation.
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Figure 24. Extensively deformed and recrystallized sul-
fides in altered chlorite(?) schist.
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Pyrite is present as ubiquitous disseminations in the

altered schistose rocks of the Banfield area. However, con-

centrations of pyrite and chalcopyrite in these rocks are

found only at locations in close proximity to the mineralized

chert and iron formation (Figs. 21 and 23). The suif ides

generally resemble their counterparts in other rock units,

but are distinctive because they occur in the matrix of

an altered and disrupted host that is presumed to be of

pyroclastic origin. This matrix yielded readily to tec-

tonic stresses which commonly resulted in the formation of

sulfide textures that are characterized as "breccia ore"

(Fig. 24). Less deformed samples of mineralized schist

may exhibit crude bands of sulfide and quartz.

Trace Element Abundances

Over 450 surface and underground rock samples, and

several hundred soil samples were collected in the Banfield-

Rowley area and analyzed for Cu, Zn, Ag, and Au. In ad-

dition to these elements, the concentrations of Pb, Mo,

Hg, Ba, and As were also determined for selected groups of

samples. The assays of mineralized intercepts in 35 drill

holes were also available to the author. The objectives

of the geochemical program were: 1) the identification of

specific mineralized stratigraphic intervals, 2) the de-

termination of the average grade and extent of known miner-

alization, and 3) the recognition of metal zonations.



Conclusions pertinent to these objectives were based on the

statistical analysis of element distributions, the spatial

pattern and location of anomalies, and the ratios of miner-

als and elements. The data for soils are not included in

the following discussion.

Histograms of Cu and Zn for the Banfield-Rowley litho-

logies were consistently skewed toward high values rather

than displaying the bell-shaped form of normal distribu-

tions. This feature was most pronounced for the chlorite

schist-felsic schist unit. Positively skewed density

distributions are common to many natural data such as grain

sizes in clastic sedimentary rocks, certain geophysical

variables, and grades and tonnages of mineral deposits

(Sinclair, 1976). Distributions of this type typically

follow a lognormal law, and thus are more easily inter-

preted when the data are transformed to logarithms, or

are plotted on the basis of logarithmic intervals.

Cumu1ative frequency curves of Cu and Zn were plotted

on log-probability graphs for each major rock type, in the

Banfield-Rowley area (Figs.25 and 26) according to the

methodology outlined by Lepeltier (1969). Analyses of

mineralized rock were included in the statistical treat-

ment, whereas those of gossan and altered samples were ex-

cluded. Lithologies for which less than 50 analyses (the

recommended lower limit) were available are represented

by dashed lines and their statistical parameters are
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regarded as somewhat tentative. The rectilinear, albeit

segmented, form of the curves implies that the populations

are distributed in a lognormal manner. Those curves which

are composed of three segments of different slope suggest

the presence of two distinct populations in the sample

suite. The upper segment is interpreted as representing

the background population, the lower segment an anomalous

(mineralized) population, and the intermediate segment a

mixture or transition between the two sets. Those curves

formed by two segments, in which the lower one has a flatter

slope, indicate an excess of high values relative to the

background population (also depicted by the upper segment).

Background and threshold concentrations of Cu and Zn can be

read directly from the abscissa of the log-probability

graphs. Background values correspond to the midpoints of

the upper segments and threshold values to the midpoints

of the intermediate segment of tripartite curves, or to the

break in slope of bipartite curves. These statistical para-

meters are presented in Table 4 for the Banfield-Rowley

data. The statistics and graphs reveal several significant

features about the distribution of Cu and Zn:

1) The background populations are similar for most
rock types. This is. inferred from the relatively
close spacing and consistent slopes of the upper
segments of the cumulative frequency curves, and
the restricted range of background values (medians).

2) The chlorite schist-felsic schist unit (cs-fs) is

regionally anomalous with respect to Cu. It is
distinguished by a relatively high threshold con-
centration (435 ppm), a large proportion (32%) of
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Table 4. Mean, Threshold, and Range of Cu and Zn in the
Major Lithologies of the Banfield-Rowley area.

X Th R
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

um (n=54)

Cu 65 235 10 - 10,300

Zn 57 270 11 - 814

qins (n=24)

Cu 60 130 22 - 765

Zn 87 135 43 1,100

Ftcs (n=24)

Cu 57 155 22 - 186

Zn 20 47 8-224

cs-fs (n=88)

Cu 45 475 10 - 13,400

Zn 68 335 19 - 530

gs (n=120)

Cu 50 220 13 - 1,200

Zn 34 105 9-320
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samples above the threshold limit, and a high range
of values for the mineralized population. The
shape of the curve, particularly the long interme-
diate segment, may partially be the result of biased
sampling and (or) the leaching of mineralized rock
by meteoric waters. Nevertheless, both of these
factors imply a persistent, anomalous concentration
of Cu.

3) The epigenetic Cu mineralization in the ultramafic
body (urn ) is graphically characterized by a strong
deviation from background values relative to the
analogous relationship for syngenetic stringer
mineralization. This distinction may be an expres-
sion of a fundamental difference in elemental dis-
tributions between anomalies that are superimposed
on a background population and anomalies that are
related by age and (possibly) genetic process to
the background population.

4) The carbonaceous metasedimentary rocks ( qms)
have a high background of Zn compared to those of
other rock types. However, the geochemical data
do not indicate the presence of significant Zn
mineralization.

The areal distribution of those samples that exceed

threshold concentrations of Cu and (or) Zn commonly form a

pattern of isolated, nonsignificant anomalies. The princi-

pal exception is a zone of anomalous Cu that coincides with

the Rowley stringer mineralization. Smaller anomalies within

the chlorite schist-felsic schist unit are present in the

vicinity of two short adits and outcrops of iron formation.

A landslide deposit has dispersed the latter anomaly ap-

proximately 1000 feet downslope. A more restricted Cu-Zn

anomaly is associated with sporadically mineralized shear

zones and talc alteration in serpentinized ultramafic rock.

The mean concentrations of lead in the various rock

types range between 20 and 45 ppm. The distribution of Pb
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in the chlorite schist-felsic schist unit is slightly

higher and more variable than that of other lithologies.

Silver was generally present in amounts less than 1.3 ppm

(0.04 ozlt) and was positively correlated with the abundance

of Cu. Gold values were normally less than 0.50 ppm (0.015

oz/t) for all rock types. Mercury averages about 200 ppb

for unaltered schists, but averages approximately 1 ppm for

rocks that were altered by fluids during the Tertiary hydro-

thermal event.

The mean, standard deviation, and range o f concentra-

tions of some base and precious metals associated with the

Banfield and Rowley mineralization are presented in Table

5. The Rowley massive sulfide lense contains abundant

zinc, whereas in stringer mineralization and mineralized

iron formation it is a minor, sporadically distributed

element. Copper is present in subequal amounts in all

three types of mineralization. The effects of weathering

processes on metal concentrations and mobilities can be

inferred from a comparison of the subsurface data for the

massive sulfide lense with that of the gossan and outcrop

in the stream bed. Zinc is extremely mobile and copper

immobile in the weakly acidic, oxidizing environment of

the stream. This difference is undoubtedly related to

the higher solubility of the fine-grained, carbonate-

sphalerite matrix relative to that of the framework

pyrite-chalcopyrite admixture. Silver abundances are
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Table 5. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Range of Selected
Trace Elements in the Banfield and Rowley Miner-
ization.

Mean Std. Dev.

Rowley massive sulfide lense, 4 drillhole intercepts.

Cu (%) 0.63 0.18 0.50 - 0.89

Zn (%) 4.86 2.64 1.04 - 6.45

Ag (oz/t) 0.88 0.48 0.53 - 1.57

Au (oz/t) 0.04 0.02 0.02 - 0.06

Rowley massive sulfide lense, partially oxidized outcrop in a stream bed.'

Cu (%) 0.81 0.75 0.14 - 2.27

Zn (%) 0.60 0.21 0.16 - 0.73

Pb (7.) 0.03 0.02 0.008- 0.066

Ag (oz/t) 0.99 0.85 0.41 - 3.09

Au (oz/t) 0.01 0.01 0.00 - 0.04

Gossan derived from Rowley massive sulfide lense, 4 samples.

Cu (%) 0.09 0.03 0.04 - 0.12

Zn (%) 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.14

Pb () 0.122

Ag (oz/t) 1.12 1.23 0.26 - 2.88

Au (ozft) 0.03 0.03 0.01 - 0.08

Rowley stringer mineralization, 19 drill hole intercepts.

Cu (%) 0.65 0.35 0.15 - 1.42

Rowley stringer mineralization, 7 composite samples.3

Cu (%) 0.37 0.26 0.08 0.84

Zn (%) 0.01 0.004 0.007- 0.015

Ag (oz/t) 0.03 0.02 0.03 - 0.05

Au (oz/t) 0.004 0.003 0.003- 0.008

Banfield Mine, 26 channel samples.

Cu (%) 1.40 2.02 0.039-10.03

Zn (%) 0.02 0.02 0.004- 0.07

Ag (oz/t) 0.08 0.04 0.03 - 0.23

Au (oz/t) 0.006 0.005 0.003- 0.01

1. Average of nine 6-inch samples collected sequentially across the
entire exposure.

2. Average of two samples.
3. Composite of chip samples taken across the width of the mineral-

ized zone.
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essentially unchanged which suggest that the Ag is associated

with pyrite or chalcopyrite rather than with sphalerite. Fur-

thermore, Ag ions or exsolved minerals occur more commonly,

and in larger abundance, in crystals of chalcopyrite than

in those of pyrite (Levinson, Table 2-5, 1974). The strongly

acidic and oxidizing conditions produced by the decomposition

of pyrite by meteoric waters have resulted in the leaching

of Cu and Zn and the slight enrichment of Ag in the gossan.

The abundances of Cu, Zn, and Ag are 0.1, 0.02, and 1.3 times

their original concentration, respectively.

The foregoing presentation of the trace element data

permits the following three conclusions:

1) The chlorite schist-felsic schist unit represents
a stratigraphic interval containing weak but ex-
tensive copper mineralization. A similarly anoma-
lous interval of zinc mineralization is represented
by the massive sulfide deposit.

2) Base metal grades of mineralization average between
0.5 to 1.5 percent Cu, 4.0 to 7.0 percent Zn for
the massive sulfide lense and possibly 0.2 to 0.5
percent Zn for the stringer mineralization. Silver
averages less than one troy ounce per ton and gold
less than 0.05 troy ounces per ton. Geochemical
anomalies on the surface closely coincide with the
extent of known mineralization as delineated by
drilling.

3) The variation of metal abundances along the
chlorite schist-felsic schist unit and between
the Rowley and Banfield prospects is weakly to
moderately developed. Mineral proportions and
element ratios show a northward increase of Fe and
Cu, and a decrease of Mg(?), Au, and Ag. A
stratigraphic variation, from the stringer-iron
formation mineralization to the massive sulfide de-
posit, is characterized by an increase of Zn, Pb,
Ag, and Au.
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Hydrothermal Alteration

Two episodes of hydrothermal alteration are recognized

in the Banfield-Rowley area. Alteration of Triassic age is

related to the deposition of stratiform suif ides and iron

formation that formed as a result of submarine hydrothermal

activity. Post-Eocene alteration is a product of hot

springs activity which locally deposited traces of cinnabar

and destroyed pre-existing sulfides of the Triassic event.

Triassic

Alteration of the earlier event is characterized by

abundant, medium-grained, dark green chlorite. Minor amounts

of biotite and muscovite also may be related to this event.

Chlorite of hydrothermal origin is a major component of the

chlorite schist and felsic schist lithologies. As such,

it is prevalent in the footwall section of the massive sul-

fide lense and in a narrow, discontinuous band extending

northward from the Rowley prospect for approximately one

mile (Plate 1). The chlorite typically expresses the prin-

cipal foliation direction or is aligned parallel to small

shears. The Fe/Mg ratios of this chlorite are variable and

show no apparent relationship to the intensity or grade of

mineralization. Dark brown biotite of possible hydrothermal

origin is common in the footwall section of the sulfide lense

where it is intergrown with chlorite. The abundance of

biotite tends to increase stratigraphically upward toward
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the mineral deposit. Muscovite is present as sporadic pat-

ches in the chlorite schist-felsic schist stratigraphic unit.

The chlorite is interpreted to be a product of hydrothermal

alteration because it is spatially associated with: 1) the

principal occurrences of mineralization, 2) a stratigraphic

unit that is regionally anomalous in Cu, and 3) chemical pre-

cipitates (iron formation and quartz laminae) of probable

hydrothermal origin. The metamorphic fabric and textures

of the chlorite schist and felsic schist indicate that the

alteration occurred prior to Late Jurassic time. Further-

more, the distribution of the chlorite suggests that the

alteration was stratigraphically controlled and thus pene-

contemporaneous with the enclosing Triassic sedimentary

and volcanic rocks. Chlorite is a common alteration mineral

in many unthetamorphosed or weakly metamorphosed volcanogenic

massive sulfide deposits, particularly those hosted by

mafic rocks. By analogy, the hydrothermal chlorite in the

Banfield-Rowley area was probably derived from basaltic

tuffs and flows. It was relatively stable under the condi-

tions of greenschist metamorphism and responded by recrys-

tallizing into larger crystals aligned in the direction of

least stress.

Post-Eocene

The later episode of hydrothermal alteration, in con-

trast with the earlier one, is not associated with
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significant mineralization and is controlled by structures

that crosscut the stratigraphy. The effects of this event

are most intense and widespread in the area of the Banfield

prospect, but they are also sporadically distributed farther

to the south as narrow zones of walirock alteration along

north-trending faults. Rocks as young as the Little Butte

Volcanic Series were altered by this event and they estab-

lish the maximum age for this hydrothermal episode as Early

Oligocene. The essential alteration minerals are carbonate

and kaolinite (or dickite), although chalcedony, hematite,

and white mica locally occur in significant amounts at the

Banfield prospect. These minerals have formed both by re-

placement processes in areas of pervasive alteration, and

by open space deposition in fractures, breccias, and along

fault zones. Ribs of carbonate and chalcedony up to several

feet in width are evident on the surface east of the Banfield

mine workings. Carbonate and possibly kaolinite have re-

placed all pre-existing minerals, and they commonly mimic

the foliation of schistose rocks. Carbonate occurs as len-

sold or tabular crystals and aggregates that pseudomorph

chlorite and muscovite, and as mosaics of anhedral, equant

crystals that replace hematite, magnetite, sulfide, and

quartz (Fig. 27). A possible order of replacement, from

least to most susceptible, is: chlorite, muscovite; hema-

tite; magnetite; sulfide; quartz. Crustif led veinlets of

carbonate exhibit outer bands of turbid crystals that have
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Figure 27. Pseudomorphic replacement of chlorite (light
green) and partial replacement of magnetite
by carbonate (clear, high relief) in a quartz
matrix.
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grown radially outward from the vein walls, and an inner

band of clear, coarser-grained crystals. The color of carbo-

nate may be related to variations in iron content. Kaolinite

(or dickite) is generally coextensive with the carbonate.

This clay typically displays a fibrous habit, particularly

in veinlets and as pseudomorphs after chlorite, but it is

also present as finely crystalline masses of platy habit.

Chalcedony occurs in crosscutting structures and as pseudo-

morphs of feldspar phenocrysts in the Tertiary volcanic rocks.

Hematite has extensively replaced magnetite in the iron f or-

mation. Textural relationships between the alteration min-

erals are complex and indicate multiple, overlapping, periods

of deposition. Hematite is consistently replaced by car-

bonate, and thus is relatively early in the paragenetic

sequence (Jacobs and Threlkeld, 1981). Multiple episodes

of carbonate deposition are probable, with the later ones

overlapping the crystallization of chalcedony. Kaolinite

may be coeval with early carbonate, but its position in

the paragenetic sequence, as well as that of muscovite, is

unclear.

The post-Eocene alteration assemblage is associated

with trace amounts of cinnabar, pyrite, marcasite(?) , and

chalcopyrite. In the area of the Banfield prospect, a por-

tion of the iron and copper sulfides may have been ultimately

derived from Triassic mineralization by a mechanism of hypo-

gene leaching, transport by metal complexes, and redeposition.
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Carbonate, clay, and chalcedony is the typical assemblage

of mercury deposits throughout southwestern Oregon (Brooks,

1963). These epithermal deposits are genetically related

to volcanism of mid- to late Tertiary age, and they occur

within a variety of extensively fractured and brittle host

rocks. Several Hg prospects are located within 12 miles of

the Banfield prospect. Felsic volcanism represented by the

Little Butte Volcanic Series probably provided the heat and

constituents for the hydrothermal mineral assemblage in the

Banfield area. The major north-trending fault east of the

mine workings, and related structures, were the principal

conduits for the hydrothermal fluids. Stratigraphic units

such as the chert and iron formation were brittle and de-

formed by fracture to provide the loci for Hg deposition.

Two large (5' x 5') blocks of carbonate sinter were found

adjacent to an exposure of iron formation in the bank of

the stream below the mine workings (location on map). These

blocks do not appear to have been transported and thus may

represent the in situ remnants of a hot springs vent.
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Origin of Mineralization

Collectively, the features of the Banfield-Rowley sul-

fide mineralization most closely resemble those of the vol-

canogenic massive sulfide deposits. The general character-

istics of this class of mineral deposits have been reviewed

by Anderson (1969), Hutchinson (1973), Solomon (1976), and

Large (1977). The resemblance between such deposits and

the Banfield-Rowley mineralization includes: 1) an asso-

ciation with marine volcaniclastic rocks, 2) stratiform

massive sulfide bodies, 3) stratabound stringer minerali-

zation, 4) sulfide-bearing, ferruginous chemical 'sediments,

and 5) chloritic alteration. Two commonly recognized van-

ants, or end members, of this suite of deposits are recog-

nized. Namely, Pb-Zn-Cu mineralization in calc-alkaline

felsic volcanic-arc rocks (e.g. Kuroko deposits) and Fe-Cu

mineralization in ophiolite sequences (e.g. Cypriot depo-

sits). Clearly, the Banfield-Rowley deposit is not repre-

sentative of either subcategory, but it may be an example

of a less distinctive, intermediate type of deposit. The

metal ratios, chemical sediments, and associated volcanic

rock of the Banfield-Rowley mineralization are similar to

those of Hutchinson's (1973) Zn-Cu type and, to a lesser

extent, the Besshi deposits as summarized by Sawkins (1976).

The former group is associated with tholeiitic to calc-

alkaline volcanic complexes, composed of a mafic platform

and felsic domical centers, and immature volcanogenic clastic
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sediments, cherts, and iron formation. The latter group con-

Sists of cupriferous massive pyrite deposits in complexly

deformed mafic schists and metagxaywackes.

The Banfield-Rowley mineralization is spatially asso-

dated with tuffs and lapilli. tuffs of intermediate to fel-

sic composition, even though the stratigraphic section

largely consists of inafic volcanic rocks. This implies

that the generation of hydrothermal fluids was related to

one or more features peculiar to felsic submarine volcanism.

Such volcanism may have provided: 1) a magmatic source of

fluids and metals, 2) a localized heat anomaly (e.g. intru-

sions and domes) for the convection of seawater through

oceanic crust, and 3) permeable zones, produced by explo-

sive volcanic activity, which enhanced and controlled the

flow of fluids. Isotopic studies on Kuroko deposits have

shown that the hydrothermal fluid primarily consists of

evolved seawater (Ohmoto and Rye, 1974). Thus, the hydro-

thermal fluids which deposited the sulf ides in the Banfield-

Rowley area were probably formed by seawater that migrated

through heated volcanic rocks during episodes of intermediate

to felsic explosive volcanism.

Submarine sulfide deposition probably involved both

sedimentary and replacement processes. The association of

iron formation, quartz-sulfide laminae, and pervasively al-

tered and mineralized pyroclastic rocks in a thin strati-

graphic unit suggests that the deposition of chemical
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sediments on the seafloor and alteration-replacement in

the subsurface were the simultaneous result of a single

hydrothermal event. Furthermore, the lateral extent

(>1.4 miles) of this unit implies that the hydrothermal

fluids moved a considerable distance from the vent. These

features can be explained by the intermittent flow of dense

hydrothermal brines across the seafloor, and their downward

and lateral movement through surf icial fragmental deposits.

Repetitive deposition of voicaniclastics and chemical pre-

cipitates would produce some of the banding observed in

the host rocks. A model which solely invokes the lateral,

subsurface flow of fluids through permeable zones cannot

adequately account for the banded iron formation and long

distances over which the fluids must have migrated.

The massive sulfide lense is interpreted as a seafloor

deposit because it is primarily interbedded with and con-

formable to its host rocks. However, its textural features

differ from those of the iron formation in a manner which

suggests the lense formed by clastic, as well as chemical,

sedimentary processes. A possible physical model for the

origin of the lense can be synthesized from observations

and data on modern submarine fumaroles (Hekinian et al.,

1980) and from experimental and theoretical considerations

of density plumes (Turner and Gustaf son, 1978; Solomon and

Walshe, 1979). The crystallization of sulfides occurred

immediately above or below the vent orifice as a result of
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the drastic chemical and physical changes produced by the

interaction of seawater and hydrothermal fluid. These crys-

tallates continued to nucleate and grow as they were trans-

ported upward within the turbulent hydrothermal plume.

However, the buoyant forces were negligible at the margins

of the plume because of slower ascent velocities and the

influx of seawater. Here, the sulfide crystals dropped from

the plume to the seafloor either at a constant rate or

periodically as density flows produced by the temporary and

partial collapse of the plume. The resulting sediment,

composed mainly of pyrite, accumulated around the vent

where it was susceptible to degradation and dispersion by

currents, steam explosions, and slumping. Finally, during

the waning stages of the hydrothermal system, the framework

grains were cemented by precipitates from late stage, low

temperature fluids. Collectively, such processes might

account for the principle features of the Rowley massive

sulfide lense; i.e., the abundance and large size of the

pyrite, the abrupt variations in grain sizes and mineral

proportions (i.e. bands), the presence of lithic clasts,

the mineral paragenesis, and the thick (100-200 feet)

zone of footwall alteration.

There are two major problems with the proposed model.

Firstly, the massive sulfide lense is inferred to have

originated near a hydrothermal vent. Yet, a crosscutting,

sulfide-bearing stockwork, which would indicate the former
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presence of a vent, was not recognized at or below the

surface in the Rowley area. This may be due to: 1) the

removal of the stockwork zone by erosion, 2) the destruc-

tion of the veins by deformation and remobilization, and

3) the development of the lense away from its vent area.

The removal of the feeder zone by erosion can neither be

confirmed nor refuted bytheavailable evidence. However,

the plausibility of an attenuated and disintegrated stock-

work zone (originally funnel-shaped) is supported (but not

demonstrated) by the evidence for intense shear deformation

in the rocks footwall to the mineralization. Jenks (1971)

has postulated that the transposition of massive sulfide

lenses away from their root structures is a consequence

of gravity sliding and large scale folding. The evidence

for a proximal (relative to the vent) or distal setting

of the mineral deposit is ambiguous. Exotic clasts and

a large variation of crystal sizes implies a proximal

depositional site, whereas an association with sedimentary

rocks, a stratiform, tabular shape, a lack of metal zona-

tion, and an abundance of Zn (relative to Cu) are charac-

teristics of distal ores (Large, 1977).

Secondly, the model is partially based on the assump-

tion that the mineral textures are primary. Alternatively,

they could have resulted from recrystallization and def or-

mation imposed during the Nevadan Orogeny and possibly

earlier tectonic events. The general pattern of large
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fractured pyrite granules in a fine-grained matrix of cop-

per, zinc or lead sulfidés, and with or without appreciable

gangue, characterizes many metamorphosed massive sulfide

deposits (yokes, 1969). These textures can be explained

in terms of the relative form energies and bond strengths

of the various suif ides and oxides. Under metamorphic

conditions, those minerals high in the series (e.g. pyrite

and magnetite) have a greater tendency to develop subidio-

blastic forms and exhibit brittle behavior, whereas those

lower in the series (e.g. sphalerite and galena) are gener-

ally allotrioblastic and tend to flow plastically around

and into the larger more resistant granules. The extent

to which the primary textures were modified by metamorphism

and deformation cannot be accurately assessed. Neverthe-

less, it seems likely that the prominent fabric elements,

such as the lithic clasts and bands, are relict features,

and that the mineral textures are of secondary origin.

Currently accepted models for the origin of the hydro-

thermal fluids which precipitate massive sulfide deposits

are based on seawater circulating through, and interacting

with, heated oceanic crust. Isotopic data permit minor

contributions from other sources of water (e.g. connate,

meteroic, or magmatic) (Ohmoto and Rye, 1974). The mani-

festation of water-rock interactions in the Banfield-Rowley

area include the chloritjzation of basaltic rocks, and low

Na20 and CaO concentrations (Table 1.). The depletion of
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sodium, and to a lesser extent calcium, coupled with an

enrichment in magnesium, is common in the footwall rocks

of massive sulfide deposits, and it is considered a unique

characteristic of hydrothermal alteration by seawater

(Izawa et al., 1978). The chemistry and mineralogy of the

altered Banfield-Rowley rocks (notably the chlorite schist)

is adequately represented by a reaction involving the con-

version of plagioclase feldspar to chlorite:

NaCaA13Si5O16 + 4(Mg,Fe)2 + Fe3 + 8H20

andesine (1)

(Mg,Fe)Fe3A13Si2O10 (OH)8 + 3SiO2 + Na + Ca+ + 81P

chlorite quartz

The chlorjtization of mafics might also occur, but it is

primarily a process of hydration and only minor hydrolytic

base leaching, according to Hemley et al. (1980).

The chemical evolution of seawater into an ore fluid

can be partially estimated from data such as those presen-

ted in Table 6. A comparison of the tabulated values

suggest that seawater in the hydrothermal environment

undergoes an increase in temperature and a decrease in pH

and probably total sulfur. The destruction of feldspar,

as depicted in reaction (1), and the alteration of volcanic

glass to montmorjllonite (Bischoff and Dickson, 1975) might

account for a part of the decrease in pH. The sulfur budget

of the fluids, as well as the ratio of oxidized to reduced

sulfur (So/Sr), may be a result of the early precipitation
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Table 6. Temperature and Chemical Parameters of Hydrother-
mal Fluids for Kuroko and Cyprus Volcanogenic Sulfide Min-
eralization Compared with Present-Day Seawater.

T °C

NaC1 Conc.

p1-I

S conc.

atm.

Kuroko
fluids

1500 to 300°

0.5 to 3.0 M

3.5 to 5.0

io to io2 M

to 1O°

Cyprus
fluids

300° to 35101

0.5 to 0.7

5.0

10 M

io32 to io40

Seawater
Present-Day

20° to 30°

1.OM

8.0

io2 M

io20 to

1. Spooner and Bray (1977), all other values from Large
(1977). Temperatures and salinities are based on
fluid inclusion data, whereas the concentrations of
chemical species for the ore fluids were calculated
from fluid-mineral equilibria.
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of anhydrite in response to increased temperature (Bischoff

and Dickson, 1975) and the formation of pyrite and (or)

pyrrhotite above 300° C by the reduction of aqueous SO to

H2S (Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). The latter reaction may be

written in the general form:

SO + 8Fe2 + l0H H2S + 8Fe3 4H20 (2)

The precipitation of sulfur-bearing minerals in this manner

might cause an overall reduction of total sulfur and So/Sr

in the fluids. The fo2 of the hydrothermal solution is

probably related to the activity of Fe2 in the system

2+
(water + rock). Aqueous Fe and

°2
concentrations may

thus be controlled by reactions of the following type:

Fe2 + H20 + Fe2O3Fe3O4 + 2H (3)

Hydrothermal fluids emanating from a vent on the sea

floor will mix with seawater and undergo a reversal of the

chemical changes which initially produced the fluids. Spe-

cifically, the temperature will drop, and the pH, total

sulfur concentration, and So/Sr ratio will increase. Such

changes will cause the precipitation of various sulfide

and gangue minerals as a result of a decrease in their

respective solubilities. The sequence of deposition may

be an important determinant of mineral (and metal) zonations.

The proportion of magnetite to iron-bearing sulfides is

higher in the northern sector of the chlorite schist-felsic

schist unit than it is to the south. Presumably, conditions
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of relatively high fo2 prevailed in the areas of abundant

magnetite (e.g. Banfield mine). However, the coexistence

of pyrite and magnetite suggests that the chemistry of the

solutions was near the mutual boundary of the stability

fields for these phases in the Fe-S-O system. An increase

in sphalerite deposition with time, and (or) distance of

transport, is inferred from its greater abundance in the

massive sulfide lense relative to that in the Rowley strin-

ger mineralization. This trend is likely the result of

decreasing temperatures and increasing pH in the solution

(Large, 1977), or perhaps of variations in the activity of

Zn and (or) of the stabilities of its complexes.
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GEOLOGIC SUMMARY

The salient features of the geologic history of the

Banfield-Rowley area are sun'iinarized as follows:

Triassic Period:

1) The development of a basin near an active
volcanic arc and a landmass (continent?)
which was partially composed of quartzose
rocks. The tectonic setting was similar,
but not unique, to that of modern back-arc
basins and was probably characterized by high
heat flow and extensional faulting.

2) The accumulation within the basin of mafic
flows, tuffs, and tuffaceous sediments of
both caic-alkaline and tholeiltic affinities.
This phase of mafic volcanism was punctuated
by two, or possibly three, brief episodes of
explosive volcanic activity which resulted
in the formation of intermediate to felsic
tuffs and lapilli tuffs. Mafic volcanism was
succeeded by the deposition of carbonaceous,
quartz siltstones and minor tuffs and
tuffaceous sediments.

3) Convection of seawater through heated volcanic
rocks concurrent with the formation of the
aforementioned pyroclastics of intermediate
to felsic composition. The vented hydrother-
mal fluids resulted in the chioritization of
permeable surficial rocks, the precipitation
of Cu-bearing chert and magnetite iron forma-
tion, and the deposition of Zn-Cu massive
sulfide lenses.

4) Compaction, diagenesis, and induration during
burial. Low grade metamorphism may have oc-
curred at this time.

5) Emplacement and serpentinization of ultramafic
bodies as a possible consequence of tectonic
activity.

Jurassic Period:

1) Regional and contact metamorphism to the upper
greenschist facies that was accompnaied by
significant deformation during the Nevadan
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Orogeny. The rocks were pervasively recrys-
tallized, foliated and folded into east-
dipping isoclinal folds. Crenulations and
lineatioris record at least one subsequent
episode of folding as a consequence of a u-
nique stress regime.

2) Post-kinematic intrusion of plutons of inter-
mediate composition west of the Banfield-
Rowley area.

Tertiary Period:

1) Probable burial by early to mid-Tertiary vol-
canic rocks followed by faulting and uplift.
Major north-trending faults served as the loci
for hot springs activity and the alteration
of rocks to carbonate-kaolinite±silica. The
hydrothermal fluids locally deposited traces
of cinnabar and destroyed pre-existing sul-
f ides.
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